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Antibiotic resistance is an escalating problem, not only due to less desirable treatment options
and outcome, but also due to the economic burden to health care caused by resistant pathogens.
Since the process of developing new antibiotics is slow, we need to carefully consider the usage
of the antibiotics still available. Therefore it is of importance to minimize the development and
spread of resistant pathogens. To do so, we need a better understanding of the mechanisms and
dynamics underlying the evolution of highly resistant bacteria.
In this thesis I have investigated one of the major drivers of resistance gene dissemination
in Gram-negative bacteria, namely multi-resistance plasmids. We show that multi-resistance
plasmids display a dynamic behavior in vivo, where genes can be readily acquired and lost again.
Additionally, plasmids can be shared amongst different bacteria, especially in environments
such as the human gut. Interestingly, some resistance plasmids confer a fitness disadvantage
to their host displayed by decreased growth rate in absence of antibiotics. We could elucidate
that two resistance genes of the multi-resistance plasmid pUUH239.2 were the cause of the
lowered growth rate, namely blaCTX-M-15 and tetR/A. In contrast, other resistance genes on the
plasmid were cost-free even when overexpressed and likely enable persistence in the bacterial
population even under non-selective conditions. Lastly, we studied how the presence of several
β-lactamase genes on a plasmid affects treatment with different combinations of β-lactam/βlactamase inhibitors. We found that an efficient mechanism for bacteria to overcome high levels
of antibiotics was by amplification of plasmid-borne resistance genes. This mechanism works
as a stepping-stone for additional mutations giving rise to high-level resistance.
With this work we provide insight into the mechanisms underlying resistance evolution and
dissemination due to multi-resistance plasmids. Plasmids enable fast dissemination of multiple
resistance genes and therefore simultaneously disable multiple treatment options. Examining
the effects of resistance genes and antibiotics on strains carrying multi-resistance plasmids will
enable us to understand what factors assist or inhibit plasmid spread. Hopefully, this will aid us in
treatment design to prevent resistance development to effective antibiotics and have implications
for resistance surveillance as well as prediction.
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Introduction

"The thoughtless person playing with penicillin treatment is morally responsible for the death of the man who succumbs to infection with the penicillinresistant organism." - Sir Alexander Fleming, 1945

The importance of antibiotics
In the early 20th century common bacterial infections plagued the world.
Infections caused by minor scratches and scrapes were potentially deadly,
and pneumonia killed otherwise healthy people. In 1928 Sir Alexander
Fleming discovered the important antibiotic penicillin1, followed by the sulfonamides discovered by Gerhard Domagk in 19352. These drugs could fight
many common infections, such as pneumonia and sepsis. However, resistance towards these drugs developed fast. Penicillin-resistant strains were
already found before introduction of the drug3, a warning sign not many took
seriously, except for Sir Alexander Fleming himself. The resistance mechanisms towards these classes of antibiotics are the same today as the ones that
were already found in the end of the 1930s. The modern use of antibiotics
has created a more resistant community of bacteria over the last decades.
During the golden age of antibiotics, more and more drugs able to treat many
kinds of infections were discovered or developed. A common conception
was that mankind had eradicated bacterial infectious diseases. Due to the
initial success of the antibiotics man thought himself to be spared from death
caused by bacteria, which lead to a new primary focus in the field of medicine, chemotherapy. There were no new antibiotic classes discovered between the 1960s and 2000s. Even today the discovery of new antibiotics are
limited, unfortunately mostly due to economical reasons.
Noteworthy is that antibiotics and antibiotic resistance mechanisms have
existed long before the commercial use of antibiotics in treatment of human
and animal infections4–6. It is estimated that microorganisms produced antibiotics as natural products more than 2 billion years ago, indicating that also
the resistance mechanisms might be as old5,7,8. The use of antibiotics has
enabled these resistance mechanisms to spread from otherwise harmless
bacteria to pathogens. The realization that the antibiotic resistance mecha11

nisms could be mobile in the 1950s, i.e. move between species, changed the
view of the defeat of pathogenic bacteria. Many infections today are due to
resistance genes carried on mobile genetic elements, such as plasmids, able
to spread across the world in a rapid pace9. Now in the 21st century we stand
before the post-antibiotic era where development of new antibiotics is rare
and the increase in antibiotic-resistant infections continues, yet again making
common infections potentially fatal.

Antibiotic classes and mechanisms of action
Antibiotics comprise a diverse group of chemical compounds having different structures and activity properties against bacteria. These compounds
have various ways of interacting with the bacterial cell (Figure 1). Many of
the important antibiotics used as treatments mainly act on targets specific to
the bacterium and will not affect eukaryotic cells, limiting adverse side effects of the treatment. Antibiotics are usually divided into two classes: (i)
bactericidal drugs that will kill the bacterium, and (ii) bacteriostatic drugs
that prevent cells from growing, i.e. hindering cell division. However, a drug
is rarely purely bacteriostatic or bactericidal. Circumstances, such as growth
conditions, bacterial density and drug concentration will influence the efficiency of the treatment outcome10. Another property of antibiotics is that
they can have different spectra of activity, i.e. they can be efficient against
one of the Gram-groups or they can have a broader activity against both
Gram-groups, called narrow-spectrum and broad-spectrum antibiotics, respectively.
Many drugs inhibit an important biochemical function in the bacterial
cell. Fluoroquinolones are a synthetic group of antibiotics inhibiting DNA
synthesis by targeting two essential enzymes important for bacterial growth,
topoisomerase IV and DNA gyrase11. DNA gyrase uncoils supercoiled double-stranded DNA, whereas topoisomerase IV acts as a de-catenation enzyme, i.e. after replication the two chromosomes are interlinked and in order
to separate the two topoisomerase IV cleaves and re-ligates the two independent chromosomes12. However, when quinolones bind to their targets
after they have cut the DNA, the enzymes will be trapped and unable to rejoin the strands making the polymerases and replication forks unable to pass
the trapped complexes leading to accumulation of double stranded
breaks13,14, which will cause cell death15. Rifampicin exerts its effect on
RNA synthesis by binding to actively transcribing DNA-dependent RNA
polymerases inhibiting transcription initiation16. The increasing pool of resistant strains towards this antibiotic is alarming making treatment complicated17. The group of tetracyclines is a group of broad-spectrum agents originally found as natural products of Streptomyces aureofaciens and S. rimosus, but has been modified creating semisynthetic versions18. The mode of
12

action of the tetracyclines is by targeting the protein synthesis of the bacterial cell. These agents inhibit the attachment of aminoacyl-tRNA to the ribosomal acceptor (A) site subsequently in the 30S unit leading to cell death18.
Sulfonamides and trimethoprim target the folate production, i.e. they inhibit
production of an essential metabolic precursor19. Whereas human can acquire folate from the environment bacteria have to synthesize it. These two
antibiotics target different enzymes, dihydropteroate synthetase and dihydrofolate reductase, respectively, in the folate pathway. The folate produced by
this pathway is important for DNA synthesis19. A combination of these two
classes of antibiotics is commonly used since synergistic effects have been
displayed20.
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Figure 1. Antibiotic targets in the Gram-negative bacterium. Antibiotics can affect
replication, transcription and translation. The cell wall can be targeted, where cell
wall synthesis or cell membrane is affected. LPS – lipopolysaccharide, OM – outer
membrane, PG – peptidoglycan, IM – inner membrane, and PBP – penicillin binding
protein.
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Targeting the cell envelope is another mechanism of some antibiotics. Polymyxins, used today as last line antibiotics, target the Gram-negative cell
membrane through electrostatic interactions with the lipopolysaccharide
molecules on the outer membrane. This will cause a derangement of the cell
membrane and will lead to an increased permeability of the cell envelope, as
well as leakage of cell content leading to cell death21,22. The most widely
used class of antibiotics in both Gram-positive and Gram-negative infections
are the β-lactams, which impede the cell wall synthesis by inhibiting the
penicillin binding proteins (PBPs) making them unable to cross-link the
peptidoglycan layer. This will lead to arrested growth and eventually cell
death23. Since β-lactams are a central part of this thesis, a more detailed description to how this class inhibits bacteria can be found below.

Β-lactam antibiotics and β-lactamase inhibitors
Penicillin was the first β-lactam antibiotic discovered in 1928 (Figure 2). It
was not until 1946, 18 years later, that penicillin was available as a treatment
for bacterial infections to the common man. During this time a new, more
potent penicillin was found in Penicillium chrysogenum in the US, later
called Penicillin G or Penicillin II. Crystallizations of the two penicillins:
Penicillin F (or Penicillin I) from 1928 and Penicillin G (or Penicillin II)
showed that both structures have a four-membered ring, called the β-lactam
ring23. All β-lactam antibiotics, as well as most β-lactamase inhibitors, contain this particular β-lactam ring. Scientists eagerly improved the antibacterial potency resulting in Penicillin V23. Since then, semi-synthetic β-lactam
compounds have been developed. In the 1960’s, methicillin, the first semisynthetic penicillin, was introduced on the market. This drug was able to
resist the actions of penicillinases, enzymes degrading the earlier generation
penicillins24. Natural sources of penicillin continued to be explored, despite
the success of semi-synthetic compounds. In the 1970’s the β-lactam antibiotics ampicillin and amoxicillin were introduced as oral treatment options
against Gram-negative pathogens. However, the increasing prevalence of
Pseudomonas infections could not be cured with the available β-lactams
until carbenicillin was developed. Later on more stable and potent drugs
where introduced, piperacillin and ticarcillin, which act as broad-range antibiotics and target multiple different bacterial organisms, both Gram-negative
and Gram-positive25. Due to the occurrence and spread of β-lactamases, able
to degrade the β-lactams, the use of penicillins as a monotherapy is limited.
Although, the later generation penicillins ampicillin, amoxicillin, ticarcillin
and piperacillin in combination with a β-lactamase inhibitor have been and
still are to some extent useful25.
In the 1950’s the β-lactam class of cephalosporins was discovered in a
strain of Cephalosporium acremonium26. While this group has a slightly
different structure than the penicillins they still contain the β-lactam ring. By
14

modification of cephalosporins, improvements have been made expanding
the range of bacteria that can be treated with this β-lactam class, including
bacteria expressing β-lactamases. The cephalosporins cefotaxime and
ceftazidime, also called expanded-spectrum cephalosporins, has increased
stability towards TEM-1 and SHV-1 β-lactamases25.
A third class of β-lactams is the group of carbapenems and was discovered in the 1970’s. The structure differed slightly from the previously known
β-lactams in the sense that the β-lactam ring is fused to a five membered
structure containing a carbon instead of a sulfur at 1-position27. Carbapenems are known to be efficient against β-lactamases, exception being
the carbapenemases, and are often used as last line antibiotics.
The last group of β-lactams is the monobactams, which includes the drug
aztreonam. The activity of aztreonam is aimed to defeat aerobe enteric bacteria and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa). The drug is stable against
the earlier β-lactamases, but not against ESBLs or the serine carbapenemases25.
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Figure 2. Different groups of β-lactam antibiotics, including the β-lactamase inhibitors.

Due to the spread of the plasmid-encoded β-lactamase TEM-1 into pathogenic bacteria such as N. gonorrhoeae, pharmaceutical companies undertook
an investigation for potential inhibitors of this enzyme28. Clavulanic acid,
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isolated from Streptomyces clavuligerus, showed to be a potent inhibitor of
the feared TEM-1 β-lactamase29. This inhibitor binds irreversibly to the βlactamase before being hydrolyzed, i.e. inactivated28,30. Synthetic inhibitors
were developed of which sulbactam was the first31,32. This compound is
slightly less active compared to clavulanic acid and another synthetic inhibitor named tazobactam33. These three inhibitors mainly target the class A βlactamases, where clavulanic acid and tazobactam are more efficient inhibitors of the ESBL derivatives of TEM-134. Structurally these inhibitors are
similar to β-lactam antibiotics, but they have no or little antibacterial activity
on their own25.
Clavulanic acid, sulbactam and tazobactam are so called ‘suicide’ inhibitors, because they bind covalently to the PBP25. The number of β-lactamase
inhibitors hydrolyzed for each inactivation event, i.e. turnover numbers between the inhibitors and the β-lactamases vary. In general, sulbactam has a
much higher turnover rate than clavulanic acid and tazobactam35,36.
Important when pairing a β-lactamase inhibitor with a β-lactam antibiotic
is that they have similar pharmacokinetic properties. The first combination
introduced as treatment was amoxicillin with clavulanic acid in 1981 in the
UK. This combination is still the only one that is orally given. The other
available combinations are given intravenously25. In figure 3 the structures
of the three β-lactam and β-lactamase inhibitor combinations used in paper
III are displayed.
A concerning factor of the success of combination therapy is the rise in
resistant strains that are encoding for multiple β-lactamases or carbapenemases. Since the efficiency of treatment with the available combinations has decreased new approaches in inhibitor design has been tested. In
2015 a new diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octanone (DBO) non-β-lactam β-lactamase
inhibitor, avibactam, was introduced together with the third-generation
cephalosporin ceftazidime. This compound does not have the classical βlactam ring, but a more complex structure. Avibactam is efficient towards
class A and class C β-lactamases, such as the widespread CTX-M-15 and
KPC-237. This β-lactamase inhibitor does not follow the same mechanisms
of inhibition as the aforementioned inhibitors. The binding of avibactam to
the β-lactamase is initially covalent where the β-lactam ring is opened, but
the reaction can be reversed resulting in free functional inhibitor and enzyme38,39. However, interaction with KPC-2 is slightly different, where hydrolysis of avibactam will occur and free β-lactamase is generated and able
to hydrolyze a new inhibitor molecule38. Avibactam is approved in the combination with ceftazidime to treat many different infections, such as meningitis and urinary tract infections caused by ESBL- and carbapenemaseproducing bacteria40. Combination of the monobactam aztreonam and avibactam is used in the fight against pathogenic bacteria expressing both serine-β-lactamases (class A, C and D) and metallo-β-lactamases (MBLs; class
B). MBLs cannot hydrolyze the monobactam, but the expression of the ser16

ine β-lactamases will disable the use of this drug. However, avibactam will
inhibit the serine β-lactamases and the monobactam can act on the MBLs
and thereby lead to successful treatment. This particular combination is now
in phase III clinical trials41. Other DBOs are currently being investigated,
such as the phase III study of relebactam in combination with the carbapenem imipenem42. This combination is intended against strains producing
KPC or class C β-lactamases, such as carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae and P. aeruginosa43. Many more potential inhibitors are being investigated giving temporary hope for future treatment options.
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Figure 3. Structures of the three β-lactam and β-lactamase inhibitors used in paper
III. Ampicillin is administered with sulbactam, piperacillin with tazobactam and
ceftazidime with the newer β-lactamase inhibitor avibactam.

The Gram-negative peptidoglycan layer and β-lactam antibiotics
Physiological analysis. Already in the 1940’s it was observed that small
amounts of penicillin caused elongated and filamentous bacterial cells, indicating that the drug is interfering with processes responsible for the cell
shape44. By this time it was not known how a bacterial cell was built up.
Already decades prior to the discovery of resistant bacteria Hans Christian
Gram developed a bacterial staining procedure. Putting stained bacteria under a light-microscope allowed for categorization of the bacteria into two
groups: Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria45. The dye crystal violet
colors the sample purple. A decolorizer, for instance acetone, will dehydrate
the peptidoglycan. In Gram-positive bacteria, the large shrunken peptidoglycan layer will retain the purple color in the cell. The outer membrane of
Gram-negative bacteria and its thinner peptidoglycan layer will not be able
to retain the crystal violet and the dye is lost. Counterstaining with safranin
will give the Gram-negative cells a red or pink color45.
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Biochemical analysis. In the late 40’s and early 50’s it was demonstrated that
unknown uridine peptides gathered in the cytoplasm of Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) that had been penicillin-treated. These uridine peptides had
a similar composition of amino acids and sugars as the bacterial cell wall.
This finding indicated that they were cell wall precursors that were gathered
due to penicillin inhibition of the cell wall biosynthesis46. The cell wall is
composed of N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and N-acetylmuramic acid
(MurNAc) (Figure 4)47. In Gram-negative bacteria a tetrapeptide, called glycan strand, consisting of L-alanine, D-glutamic acid, meso-diaminopimelic
acid and D-alanine, is attached to the MurNAc. The glycan strand precursor,
before cross-linked, has an additional D-alanine at the end of the tetrapeptide. The inner D-alanine is cross-linked by a transpeptidase with an adjacent
meso-diaminopimelic acid that is connected to another MurNAc and the
outer D-alanine is removed by a D-alanine carboxypeptidase. These two
enzymes are to different extents sensitive to the β-lactam antibiotics. Penicillin contains an L-cysteine and D-valine that resembles the D-alanyl-Dalanine from the tetrapeptide of the glycan strand. The β-lactam ring contains a reactive CO-N identical to that of the glycan strand’s D-alanyl-D18

alanine. At this site the transpeptidation occurs47. After binding of the βlactam, the active site serine of the PBP will react with the CO-N of the βlactam ring causing hydrolysis of the antibiotic, i.e. the β-lactam is covalently bound to the PBP disabling the enzyme to perform its normal cellular
function48.
Biophysical analysis. Radioactive penicillin was used to elucidate the site
of action of the antibiotic. Penicillin was shown to bind to a target, termed
penicillin-binding component (PBC). When penicillin had bound neutral
buffers, acids or detergents could not remove it from the PBC indicating that
the β-lactam was covalently bound49. It was found that the PBC consisted of
several proteins, the penicillin-binding proteins50.
Genetic analysis. PBPs are divided into high-molecular mass (HMM) and
low-molecular mass (LMM) groups. HMM PBPs (PBP1-3) are essential,
whereas LMM PBPs (PBP4-8, PBP4b, PBP6b and AmpH) are not. In Escherichia coli, PBP1a, encoded by mrcA, and PBP1b, encoded by mrcB, have
similar functions and are responsible for polymerization of the glycan subunits and crosslinking of the muropeptides51. These two can substitute for
each other when deleted, but a double deletion is not viable52. PBP1c
(pbp1c) in comparison with PBP1a and PBP1b functions only as a transglycosylase and cannot substitute the loss of the other PBP1s53. PBP2 is responsible for the maintenance of the E. coli rod shape51. Treatment of a cell culture with mecillinam that specifically target PBP2 will render the rod shaped
bacteria spherical54. Deletion of the gene responsible for PBP2 is lethal.
However, overexpression of ftsZ, an essential cell division protein, makes
PBP2 dispensible55. PBP3 (ftsI) functions as a transpeptidase responsible for
the crosslinking of the peptidoglycan at the septal ring during cell division.
Piperacillin specifically inhibits PBP356. PBP4 (dacB) has DDendopeptidase activity in addition to DD-carboxypeptidase IB activity and
are able to cleave D-alanyl-γ-meso-2,6-diaminopimelyl peptide bond in the
crosslinks of the murein as a sort of recycle mechanism of the peptidoglycan57. PBP4b (yfeW) encodes for a putative DD-carboxypeptidase nonessential for the growth of E. coli58. PBP5 (dacA), PBP6 (dacC) and PBP6b
(dacD) are DD-alanine carboxypeptidases59,60. PBP5 has a higher specificity
than PBP6 to uncross-linked peptidoglycan61. A strain with a mutation in
PBP5 show abolished DD-alanine carboxypeptidase IA activity making the
bacterial cell more sensitive towards penicillin62. PBP5 concentrations are
stable throughout the cell cycle, whereas PBP6 increases two- to ten-fold in
stationary phase63. PBP5, PBP6 and PBP6b are non-essential for viability60.
PBP8 is a product of PBP7 (pbpG) that has been cleaved by the protease
OmpT64. The function of both PBP7 and PBP8 is to act as DDendopeptidases hydrolyzing D-alanyl-DAP amide bonds within murein
crosslinks65, where increased expression gives decreased susceptibility to
ceftazidime66. AmpH is a bifunctional enzyme, catalyzing both DD-
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carboxypeptidase and DD-endopeptidase activity, enabling peptidoglycan
remodeling or recycling67.
Different β-lactam antibiotics have different affinity for the PBPs described68. It is commonly believed that the effect of the β-lactam is to bind
the PBPs leading to inability to build the peptidoglycan layer and hence the
cell cannot grow. This will ultimately lead to cell death. However, another
hypothesis is that the binding of the PBPs will lead to a toxic malfunctioning
of the peptidoglycan machinery depleting cellular resources by trying to rebuild and recycle the peptidoglycan layer69.

Bacterial antibiotic resistance
The discouraging fact that bacteria seem to develop antibiotic resistance
faster than mankind can identify new antibiotics is daunting. It is not uncommon that shortly after introduction of a certain antibiotic resistant isolates are observed in the clinics. For the revolutionizing antibiotic penicillin,
resistance was already observed before introducing the drug to clinical use3.
Many of the antibiotics we use originate from different environmental species of bacteria or other microorganisms where the antibiotic inherently may
be used as a way to dominate certain environmental niches5,8. However,
many of the resistance mechanisms we encounter today have probably
evolved in that same bacteria as a protection mechanism against the antibiotic it produced or in cohabiting bacteria to be able to defend themselves
against the toxic substances8.
The immense use of antibiotics in the clinics has led to enrichment of various different resistant bacteria. Not only ancient resistance mechanisms, but
also resistance mechanisms to newer, synthetic antibiotics are being spread
across diverse species into pathogenic bacteria causing treatment failures70.
This has led to a plethora of different resistance mechanisms a bacterium can
use to circumvent the harmful actions of antibiotic drugs. If we had known
back when the antibiotics were introduced what we know now, a tougher
antibiotic usage policy potentially would have enabled us to use the drugs
for a longer period.

The intrinsic antibiotic resistance
Antibiotic resistance is normally considered a trait that a previously susceptible bacterium can achieve, such as by chromosomal mutations or acquisition of resistance genes by horizontal gene transfer. However, all bacterial
species are intrinsically more or less susceptible to different antibiotics. This
means that some antibiotics can be used to treat some bacteria but not others.
An obvious example of this phenomenon is the lack of the antibiotic target in
the bacterial cell, as in the case for Mycoplasma pneumoniae. This species
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lack peptidoglycan and hence β-lactam antibiotics will be ineffective71. Another example is the lipopeptide antibiotic daptomycin that is efficient in
treating Gram-positive infections, but unable to cure infections caused by
Gram-negative bacteria. Gram-negative bacteria have a lower proportion of
anionic phospholipids in the cytoplasmic membrane than Gram-positive
bacteria, which reduces the efficient insertion of daptomycin into the membrane and thereby prevents the antibacterial activity of the drug72. In contrast
to Gram-positive bacteria the Gram-negative bacteria have an outer membrane (OM) that will protect the cell from drugs that are active against many
Gram-positives. Since the OM has a low permeability also to many watersoluble nutrients, the bacterium need to take up nutrients through outer
membrane proteins (OMPs) or porins. Porins prevent influx of many drugs
by size limitation73, hydrophobicity74 and charge repulsion74,75. Active efflux
is another reason why many Gram-negative bacteria are less susceptible to
some drugs than Gram-positives, since the antibiotic is pumped out of the
bacterial cell before it can act on its target. An important class of efflux
pumps is the multidrug resistance efflux pumps. These pumps have a broad
substrate range and can pump out several classes of antibiotics76. However,
active efflux is generally not efficient enough to confer clinical resistance
but can act as a stepping stone to increased resistance in combination with
other mechanisms77.

Acquired antibiotic resistance
There are two fundamentally different ways to acquire antibiotic resistance:
by horizontal gene transfer (HGT), or by alteration of the chromosome or
previously existing plasmids. Spontaneous resistance, i.e. chromosomal or
plasmid alterations, can happen in the patient during treatment78–81. Whereas
chromosomal mutations will be vertically inherited mutations on plasmids
can be both laterally and vertically disseminated posing a potential problem
in future medicine use. The initial effects of chromosomal changes tend to
have a greater impact on the fitness of the bacterial cell, i.e. lowered growth
rate, than horizontally transferred material82. The reason to why resistance
caused by chromosomal mutations often has a detrimental effect on the bacterial cell is that these mutations often occur in essential or in regulatory
genes. Mobile resistance determinants conversely, often encode for enzymes
giving rise to antibiotic modifications rather than hindering the binding of
the drug target82. Figure 5 shows the most common resistance mechanisms
that bacteria employ to escape antibiotic effects.
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Figure 5. Common antibiotic resistance mechanisms employed by bacteria to circumvent the effects of antibiotics. The most common mechanisms are: decreased
import, increased export, target overexpression, drug modification, target bypass and
target modification.

Target alteration
Many antibiotics bind specifically to their target with high affinity and
thereby inhibit the normal function of the target. During selective pressure
by antibiotics only the bacteria able to circumvent the toxic environment will
be able to survive and spread. Specific mutations in the antibiotic targetencoding gene may render the target less susceptible to the antibiotic but still
retain sufficient functionality to exert the original task. Examples of this are
mutations in gyrA, encoding for the DNA gyrase, and in parC, DNA topoisomerase IV, giving rise to high-level resistance towards fluoroquinolones in
combination with other mutations83. Both GyrA and ParC have regions
called the ‘quinolone-resistance determining region’. Mutations in this region change its affinity of fluoroquinolones and the drug cannot bind efficiently anymore84,85. A combination of mutations both in gyrA and parC has
proven to yield high-level resistance86. Resistance towards fluoroquinolones
is increasing. About 26% of all the invasive clinical E. coli isolates reported
to EARS-Net conferred high-level resistance to fluoroquinolones87.
Other target alterations leading to increased antibiotic tolerance can be
mutations in the promoter regions of genes, facilitating increased expression
of the gene and subsequently increased abundance of the target. For instance
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mutations in the promoter region of a PBP can lead to hyper-production of
the target88,89. Another mechanism for increased abundance of target is by
amplifications, where repeated sequences function as amplification points.
The more copies of a particular gene the more target will be produced aiding
in the survival of the cell90. Both aforementioned examples will lead to more
target proteins in the cell, diluting out the effects of the antibiotic91. Especially the latter mechanism has gotten an increased focus the last years. Gene
amplifications are commonly found among bacteria in the clinics. A subpopulation of bacteria with amplifications found in an infection can avoid
killing and make it harder to treat the infections. They can even to some
extent protect the sensitive bacteria from the effects of the antibiotic. This
phenomenon is referred to as heteroresistance. Increasing evidence suggest
that treatment failures occasionally could be due to gene amplifications92.
Functional inactivation
Inactivation of the antibiotic is an efficient way to achieve high-level resistance. Resistant strains can encode for enzymes either modifying or destroying the structure of the antibiotic93. The most relevant enzymes in
Gram-negative bacteria capable of altering the structure of antibiotics are the
β-lactamases. The major porins will enable β-lactams to enter into the
periplasmic space and the peptidoglycan layer of the bacterial cell, where
normally the antibiotic would inhibit the expansion of the cell by binding to
PBPs. However, upon entry in cells expressing β-lactamases the antibiotic
will be bound to the β-lactamases that reside in the periplasm, where a hydrolysis procedure will occur rendering the drug inactive. This will lead to
the PBPs being able to continue building the peptidoglycan layer and the cell
will proliferate23. Since the requirement of hydrolysis is dependent on one
water molecule these enzymes can also be excreted outside of the cell, where
they can lower the concentrations of the drug before it has entered the cell93.
The lowered concentration of antibiotics in the external environment may
also facilitate otherwise susceptible bacteria to survive.
There is also an extensive group of transferases that can covalently alter
the structure of different antibiotics hindering the binding to the target93.
These enzymes operate in the cytosol of the cell where they employ different
chemical strategies to ensure target inaccessibility, such as O-acylation, Nacylation, O-phosphorylation, O-nucleotidylation, O-ribosylation, Oglycosylation, and thiol transfer. The inactivation mechanisms are dependent
on co-substrates for activity, including ATP, acetyl-CoA, NAD+, UDP glucose, or glutathione93. The aminoglycoside antibiotics are often targeted by
transferases, which are frequently encoded on plasmids, that will modify the
antibiotic in such a way that it cannot bind its target anymore93. This antibiotic class bind to the A-site of the ribosome and thereby impair the codonanticodon decoding mechanism leading to synthesis of abnormal proteins,
which are toxic to the cell93. These types of modifying enzymes most likely
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originate from enzymes involved in metabolism and cell signaling. Not until
the use of antibiotics as a treatment the enzymes conferring a larger benefit
to the bacterium has evolved to functional resistance proteins and have been
enriched for, able to cope with the selective environment93.
Alternative enzyme
Acquisition and expression of alternative enzymes that are insensitive to the
antibiotic is a nifty mechanism that often will lead to high-level resistance.
The alternative enzyme can perform the same task as the target that is inhibited by the drug. These enzymes are structurally different than the native
enzyme in order to lower the binding affinity of the drug. For example,
whereas human cells can take up exogenous folate bacteria need to produce
the metabolite. Folate is important for the production of cellular components19. Inhibition of DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase), part of the folate synthesis pathway, by trimethoprim will eventually lead to cessation of growth
and hence cell death94. By expression of an alternative DHFR, from dhfrgenes often encoded on plasmids, the alternative protein maintains functionality, whereas the native protein is inhibited. Strains carrying such dhfrgenes also can carry sul-genes, conferring resistance towards sulfonamides,
which is another drug targeting the folate synthesis pathway. The co-carriage
of dhfr- and sul-genes will disable the use of the combination of trimethoprim and sulfametoxazole94.
Another example of an alternative enzyme is methicillin resistant S. aureus. This species has three essential PBPs, PBP1-3, which ensures cell
growth. These PBPs are also the targets of many β-lactams, where binding
will lead to cell death. However, there is an alternative PBP2, named PBP2a,
that can be horizontally transferred between cells making the otherwise susceptible strain resistant to methicillin. This PBP has low affinity to the βlactams and therefore the cell can grow under antibiotic pressure95.
Decreased intracellular antibiotic levels
Eliminating or at least decreasing antibiotic intracellular concentrations is of
importance for the bacterium in a selective environment. The expression of
efflux pumps will enable rapid expulsion of various drugs and decrease the
intracellular levels of the toxic compound enabling survival of the bacterium76. The efflux pumps are not only native to some bacterial strain but can
also be acquired, such as the tet-pumps76. These pumps specifically transport
tetracyclines out of the bacterial cell72. The TetA efflux determinant is encoded by an operon consisting of two genes, the efflux pump (TetA) and a
repressor protein (TetR). In absence of tetracycline the repressor protein
binds to the promoter region between the two genes repressing the expression of the efflux pump, but still facilitating expression of the repressor protein. However, when tetracycline is present TetR binds to the antibiotic and
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the repression of the pump is alleviated, leading to production of the efflux
pump18.
Another way of decreasing intracellular concentrations of antibiotics are
by hindering the access of the compound to the cell. In Gram-negative bacteria this is commonly done by mutations in the porins OmpC or OmpF, or in
their regulators OmpR and EnvZ. Mutations reducing or abolishing expression of the porins will not only inhibit the access of the antibiotic to the cell
but also hinder important nutrients to enter leading to a slower growth of the
bacterium96,97. More about this topic can be found below.
It is not uncommon that multi-resistance plasmids carry combinations of the
above mentioned resistance mechanisms rendering a bacterium resistant to
many different classes of antibiotics98,99. These infections are generally harder to treat and in some cases the infections cannot be readily treated leading
to higher rates of mortality.

Β-lactam resistance
Resistance to penicillin was discovered already before the antibiotic was
available for the common man. An enzyme, named penicillinase, was the
cause of the decreased susceptibility of S. aureus towards β-lactams100. It
took less than a year after the introduction of penicillin in clinical practice
until the first treatment failures were reported101. The solution to this problem was to treat the patients with higher doses of penicillin, since the antibiotic was classified as non-toxic to human and it was easily accessible. The
majority of nosocomial S. aureus infections in the United States were resistant to penicillin already five years after the introduction23. Ever since the
development of ampicillin as treatment of Gram-negative infections in the
early 1960’s the prevalence of β-lactam resistance for this Gram-group has
increased102. The expansion in resistant isolates spurred the development of
newer, enhanced, broader acting β-lactam antibiotics able to treat everything
from β-lactamase producing bacteria to infections caused by the opportunistic pathogen, P. aeruginosa. The vast numbers of different β-lactam antibiotics aimed to slow down resistance development but has led to the evolution
of many different β-lactamases23.
There are four main resistance mechanisms towards β-lactam antibiotics in
Gram-negative bacteria:
(i) Production of acquired β-lactamases is by far the most common mechanism to circumvent treatment with β-lactams among Gram-negative bacteria25. Not only production, but increased production, due to amplifications of
the target gene, will enable the bacterial cell to overcome β-lactams it is
otherwise sensitive to103. These enzymes are of extra importance for several
projects in this thesis and will be explained in more detail further on.
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(ii) The outermost part of the cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria, i.e.
the outer membrane, serves as a barrier to the external environment and
hence also towards the β-lactams. The antibiotic relies on passive diffusion
or influx through outer membrane porins to the periplasm where the penicillin binding proteins, the targets of the β-lactams, are located104. Mutations in
the porins can result in decreased influx of the drug and decrease the susceptibility of the bacterium105–107. This topic will also be discussed in more detail later.
(iii) Altered PBPs can lower the binding-affinity of the β-lactam and
therefore decrease the susceptibility of the strain108. This is mostly described
for Gram-positive bacteria. Another pathway to high-level resistance is the
acquisition of the mecA gene by S. aureus. This gene encodes for an alternative PBP2, called PBP2a, that can still create a new cell wall even in presence of high levels of penicillins or cephalosporins due to a low binding
affinity to β-lactams109. The potential relevance in antibiotic resistance of
mutations in PBPs in Gram-negative bacteria will also be addressed more in
depth.
(iv) Efflux pumps, either intrinsic or acquired, actively transport the antibiotic that enters the periplasm to the outer environment. This will lead to a
decreased drug concentration in the cell and hence lead to decreased susceptibility. This is especially important in multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa,
where combinations of decreased permeability and increased efflux cause
resistance not only to β-lactam antibiotics but also several other antibiotic
classes110,111.
The world of β-lactamases
The production of β-lactamases is the main resistance mechanism towards βlactam antibiotics in Gram-negatives. These enzymes are able to hydrolyze
the β-lactam ring rendering it inactive (Figure 6). Over 70 years of use of the
vast amount of β-lactams available has led to a diverse pool of β-lactamases.
It is being speculated that β-lactamases originally evolved from PBPs112,113.
Most PBPs and β-lactamases are active site serine enzymes, where both kind
of enzymes create an acyl-enzyme intermediate with the β-lactam112. However, only the β-lactamases have evolved a de-acetylation function allowing
for the process of hydrolysis of the β-lactam. This would lead to free βlactamase able to hydrolyze more β-lactam antibiotic112, whereas the PBP
will be covalently bound with the β-lactam and inactivated from further catalysis.
More than 890 different chromosomally or plasmid-borne β-lactamases
have been found this far114. The enzymes can be classified by the functional
characteristics of the β-lactamase115 or their primary structure116. In this thesis the classification by the protein composition will be used, according to
the Ambler classification, giving rise to four molecular classes; A, B, C and
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D116,117. Three of the classes (A, C and D) are active-site serine enzymes,
whereas one class (B) contains zinc-dependent β-lactamases.
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Figure 6. Overview of the interaction between a β-lactam antibiotic and an activesite serine β-lactamase. The β-lactamase creates an acyl-enzyme complex with the βlactam antibiotic. After binding, hydrolysis of the β-lactam can occur resulting in an
inactivated β-lactam and a free β-lactamase.

Class A, broad-spectrum serine β-lactamases is the largest group of βlactamases. TEM-1 and SHV-1 belong to this group, two of the most encountered β-lactamases in Enterobacteriaceae. Even though TEM-1 is mostly
associated with ampicillin resistance, increased expression of this βlactamase can lead to resistance toward cephalosporins and β-lactamase inhibitor combinations118. All the TEM-enzymes originate from TEM-1 and
are plasmid-borne. There are more than 200 derivatives described to date
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pathogens/beta-lactamase-data-resources/).
Replacements of amino acids in TEM-1, such as the glycine at position 238
to serine, alanine or aspartic acid, will lead to an ‘expanded’ substrate profile
enabling hydrolysis of penicillins and cephalosporins119,120.
The extended-spectrum β-lactamases (ESBLs) of the CTX-M-type has
spread worldwide since the first report in the 1980s121. These enzymes are
commonly found in E. coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae, but originate from
the anaerobe environmental bacteria Kluyvera species122. The acquired CTXMs can be divided into five distinct groups; CTX-M-1, CTX-M-2, CTX-M8, CTX-M-9 and CTX-M-25123, indicating that transfer of CTX-M occurred
at least five independent times to pathogenic bacteria. The most widespread
CTX-M enzymes are CTX-M-14 (belonging to the CTX-M-9 group) and
CTX-M-15 (belonging to the CTX-M-1 group)124. Plasmids from clinical
isolates are in addition to CTX-M often encoding for TEM-1 and/or OXA-1
β-lactamases, as well as resistance determinants against aminoglycosides,
trimethoprim, sulfonamide and tetracycline98,99,125. Although ESBLs can
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hydrolyze a wide range of penicillins and cephalosporins they are usually
sensitive to the β-lactamase inhibitors tazobactam and avibactam126.
Serine carbapenemases, such as KPC, can hydrolyze carbapenems that are
otherwise very stable against β-lactamases. The most spread serinecarbapenemases are KPC-2 and KPC-3, which mostly are found in K. pneumoniae but also other Enterobacteriaceae127. In contrast to ESBLs, KPCtypes of enzymes are not inhibited by tazobactam, but are by avibactam127.
Class B, metallo-β-lactamases, including VIM and NDM, are different from
the other β-lactamases since they have a Zn2+ at the active site128. These enzymes can hydrolyze most β-lactams, including carbapenems, but they are
less active against monobactams. The metal chelator EDTA can inhibit
MBLs but to date there are no commercial β-lactamase inhibitors towards
these enzymes.
Class C, AmpC-type β-lactamases, confer resistance to most cephalosporins,
but to lesser extent towards penicillins and some monobactams129. In some
Gram-negative bacteria, such as P. aeruginosa, chromosomal AmpC expression can be induced in response to β-lactams. A constitutive expression of
AmpC will also lead to resistance129. AmpC-type β-lactamases can be plasmid-borne where they can be highly expressed due to strong promoters or
high copy number of the plasmid129. A combination of reduced membrane
permeability and plasmid-encoded AmpC confers resistance towards carbapenems in clinical isolates of K. pneumoniae and Salmonella enterica130,131.
Class D, OXA-type β-lactamases were conventionally grouped by their oxacillin-hydrolyzing characteristics, but have become an expanded group with
variable substrate profiles and sequences. This group of β-lactamases share
less than 20% of amino acid identity compared to both class A and class C βlactamases132. One of the first identified OXA-type β-lactamases was OXA1, encoded on a transposon. Some members can hydrolyze cephalosporins
and carbapenems and some can be controlled by the inhibitors tazobactam or
avibactam38,133. In recent years the variant OXA-48 with carbapenemase
activity has spread throughout Europe134. Plasmid-borne OXA-48 in combination with other β-lactamases could potentially make treatment with all βlactams ineffective.
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Figure 7. Porin expression regulation in E. coli. The porins, OmpC and OmpF,
stretch over the outer membrane (OM). The two-component regulatory system consists of EnvZ, an inner membrane (IM) bound protein, and OmpR, the cytosolic
counterpart. Depending on the osmolarity OmpR/EnvZ regulates the expression of
OmpC and OmpF differently in combination with the small RNAs micC and micF.
During high osmolarity conditions ompC expression is favored, whereas ompF is
repressed and vice versa in low osmolarity conditions.

The role of the outer membrane in β-lactam resistance
The entry of β-lactam antibiotics is significantly affected by the permeability
of the outer membrane96. In E. coli there are three major porins, PhoE,
OmpC, and OmpF (Figure 7). PhoE, a phosphate transporting porin, is normally not expressed during laboratory conditions but is induced by high salt
or low phosphate135. The other two porins, OmpC and OmpF, are aqueous
filled channels used for passive transport of nutrients136,137. These two porins
are regulated by the two-component system (TCS) EnvZ-OmpR, as well as
two small RNAs micC and micF138,139. This TCS responds to various environmental stimuli. The two porins are not equally expressed at a given time
point, but are differentially regulated depending on the phosphorylation state
of OmpR. Upstream of the promoters of ompF and ompC are four (F1, F2,
F3 and F4) and three (C1, C2 and C3), respectively, binding sites for phosphorylated OmpR, OmpR-P140. Under low osmolarity conditions OmpR-P
bind to F1, F2 and F3 activating the transcription of ompF. This will lead to
an increased influx of nutrients due to its slightly larger pore size96,141. C1 is
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always bound by OmpR-P, but this is not sufficient for ompC transcription.
However, during high osmolarity OmpR-P becomes more abundant and
binds to C2 and C3 as well causing transcription of ompC. During these
conditions OmpR-P is proposed to bind the F4 site, creating a loop interacting with the F1, F2 and F3 sites inhibiting the transcription of ompF140,142,143.
Since the porins are non-specific, other compounds than nutrients can use
this passage and access the periplasm of the cell. For example, hydrophilic
antibiotics, such as β-lactam antibiotics, can diffuse through the porins96.
Mutations in the genes encoding for the porins or their regulators can lead to
decreased uptake of β-lactams and hence will decrease the susceptibility of
the strain. Combination of porin deficiencies and other mechanisms giving
resistance to β-lactams can have a strong synergistic effect making treatment
of clinical infections difficult97,144,145.
Effects of altered penicillin binding proteins
After the spread of the penicillin resistant Gram-positive S. aureus-strains in
the 1950s the β-lactam methicillin was introduced as a treatment option. Not
long after the introduction the first methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA)
was discovered146. These isolates are resistant to almost all β-lactams and in
addition carry several other resistance determinants. The resistance of
MRSA to β-lactams is due to the acquired PBP2a, an alternative to
PBP2147,148. PBP2a, encoded by mecA is found together with mecI and
mecR1 on a mobile genetic element able to integrate onto the chromosome149. Mutations in indigenous PBP1, PBP2, and PBP4 can also give a
decreased susceptibility to penicillins and cephalosporins88,150.
In Gram-negative organisms, such as H. influenza and Neisseria species,
mutations in PBPs are increasing in prevalence among clinical isolates as a
resistance mechanism towards β-lactams, including penicillins and extended
spectrum cephalosporins151–153. Some Neisseria species have a less susceptible PBP2. Due to natural transformation, i.e. uptake and incorporation systems of foreign DNA, commensal Neisseria species can obtain the less susceptible PBP2 gene and incorporate it on the chromosome creating a mosaic
gene154. In E. coli, mutations in PBPs are rare. In one specific case, mutations in PBP2 and PBP3 gave rise to resistance towards several β-lactam/βlactamase inhibitor combinations155. Interestingly, short-term evolution experiments with the β-lactam/β-lactamase inhibitor combination ceftazidimeavibactam yielded multiple mutations in different PBPs (Paper III). The
effect on resistance of these mutations needs to be further elucidated.
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Resistance to β-lactam and β-lactamase inhibitor combinations
Not unexpectedly, resistance towards the β-lactam/β-lactamase inhibitor
combination amoxicillin-clavulanate surfaced a few years after its introduction156. With every commercially available β-lactam/β-lactamase inhibitor
combination, mutant clones have been found. The impact of resistance to
combination therapy, or antibiotics in general, is that a good treatment outcome is significantly lowered. Especially, serious urinary tract infections,
respiratory tract infections and blood stream infections are of relevance157–
159
.
The routes to resistance towards β-lactam/β-lactamase inhibitors are essentially the same as for β-lactams alone:
(i) Hyper-production of chromosomal β-lactamases, such as AmpC in E.
coli and SHV-1 in K. pneumoniae158,160, are commonly due to mutations in
the promoter or due to amplifications of that particular region. Resistance
towards ampicillin-sulbactam (SAM) is sometimes mediated by the hyperproduction of TEM-189,91,161,162. Amplification of regions containing resistance determinant is not uncommon and could interfere with the outcome
of an antibiotic treatment163. TEM-1 producing bacteria are usually susceptible towards the combination piperacillin-tazobactam (TZP), but massive
amplifications of this enzyme, sometimes more than 100 copies, will lead to
high level resistance not only to SAM but also TZP164. In addition to increased copies of one gene, increased copy number of plasmids carrying
resistance determinants will also lead to a decreased susceptibility to βlactam/β-lactamase inhibitors156. We show in paper III that amplifications
of different β-lactamases will decrease the susceptibility to certain combinations. These amplifications in combination with mutations in CTX-M-15, as
well as deficiencies in the outer membrane porins or increased efflux, will
turn ESBL-producing strains clinically resistant towards CZA.
(ii) Mutations in the β-lactamase, previously called inhibitor resistant
TEM (IRT) β-lactamase, can change the substrate-spectrum it can hydrolyze.
There are a wide number of different TEM enzymes giving decreased susceptibility towards β-lactam antibiotics, but also towards the β-lactamase
inhibitors162,165–168. For the newer combinations of ceftazidime-avibactam
(CZA) mutations in a plasmid-encoded KPC-3 was observed during treatment for three patients. The mutations found affected the susceptibility towards CZA differently, showing an increased mutational spectrum able to
circumvent this combination78. Mutations in KPC-2 were also found to cause
resistance to this particular combination169. In vitro selections and evolution
of two ESBLs, CTX-M-14 and CTX-M-15, has shown mutations causing a
decreased susceptibility to CZA170,171.
(iii) Alterations in PBPs can change the affinity of the β-lactam drug to its
target. Specific alterations, by insertion of four amino acids, in PBP3 can
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make the bacterium less susceptible to not only the combination of aztreonam with avibactam, but also generally to cephalosporins. However, the
potency of carbapenems was not affected155,172. Since the β-lactam antibiotics target different PBPs not all PBP alterations will be relevant in the development of resistance to the different treatments.
(iv) Porin deficiency will also reduce the uptake of some β-lactamase inhibitors. However, some β-lactamase inhibitors, such as avibactam, can diffuse across the membrane in a porin-independent fashion173. Not to forget is
the active efflux displayed by many strains reducing the concentration of
inhibitor further in a porin deficient bacterial cell.

The role of horizontal gene transfer in antibiotic
resistance
The ability to exchange genes in the bacterial community is crucial to the
evolution of bacteria. All bacterial genomes contain traces of horizontal gene
transfer events, displaying the important impact of this mechanism on bacterial evolution174,175. Genes facilitating a benefit to the bacterium will most
likely be kept and genes posing a disadvantage will gradually be lost176.
Considering that before the introduction of antibiotics the disease-causing
bacteria did generally not express any resistance, the acquisition of antibiotic
resistance determinants by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) must come from
non-pathogenic ecological niches177. It is worth noting again that resistance
determinants have been found in bacteria already before man existed5. The
HGT is somewhat biased, where it is likelier that genes will be shared
amongst closely related than more distantly related organisms. This could be
due to homology similarities between donor and recipient, facilitating more
efficient incorporation of DNA into the genome178. A study in Halobacteria
showed that the more distantly related the bacteria were the lower the frequency of HGT179. However, there are studies showing DNA sharing
amongst commensal or environmental bacteria with pathogenic strains180–182.
Horizontal gene transfer has accelerated the spread of resistance mechanisms
creating bacteria difficult to treat. Plasmids containing ESBL-determinants
has been shown to have spread all over the world in a relatively short period121,124,183. The ability for genes to move between different species of bacteria is of great importance since it enables the survival of the bacterium in
environments it otherwise would not been able to persist in.
There are three central mechanisms of horizontal gene transfer, which are
displayed in Figure 8:
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Figure 8. Overview of the three major horizontal gene transfer pathways: transformation, transduction and conjugation.

Transformation. Foreign DNA, usually from lysed cells or actively secreted
DNA, can be picked up from the environment and then incorporated into the
genome of the bacterium184. This process is called natural transformation.
Already in the 1950’s observations were made that initially susceptible bacteria became resistant to penicillin by the addition of sterile extracts of a
resistant bacteria185. There are certain features required for natural transformation: (i) extracellular DNA, (ii) the recipient has to encode for transformation mechanisms, and (iii) the exogenous DNA needs to be stabilized to
avoid degradation186. Some bacterial species are more prone to pick up exogenous DNA than others, such as the gastritis-causing bacterium Helicobacter pylori that easily picks up DNA creating a mosaic chromosome187.
Interestingly, antibiotic-exposure has been shown to induce competence in
many species of bacteria, meaning that antibiotics would not only select for
antibiotic resistance but also increase the spread of exogenous DNA188,189.
Transduction. Bacteriophages shape the bacterial microbiome in all environments. Through a process termed transduction the transfer of various
genes can be disseminated between strains. Replication of the bacteriophage
occurs in the bacterial cell and occasionally erroneous DNA packing results
in the incorporation of bacterial DNA into the phage capsids190. The DNA
fragments delivered by the bacteriophage to the recipient cell can incorporate into different locations, i.e. into the chromosome or plasmid. Bacteriophages are generally strain-specific and hence the genes cannot be widely
distributed to various species through this mechanism186. However, there are
some wide host range bacteriophages that potentially could enable efficient
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transfer of antibiotic resistance genes to a broader assortment of bacteria191,192. The transferred DNA fragments can be anything from chromosomal
to plasmid DNA, including resistance determinants193–195. Astonishingly,
whole resistance plasmids have been transferred between strains by bacteriophages196.
Conjugation. Transfer of DNA via plasmid-mediated conjugation is probably the most important mechanism of HGT for antibiotic resistance dissemination, especially in Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria. This mechanism
requires cell-to-cell contact through a passage, or a secretion system, usually
expressed by proteins on the plasmid and active transfer of DNA to the recipient cell197. This is described in more detail below. Additionally, plasmids
that do not encode for their own transfer proteins can use a co-existing conjugative plasmid for further dissemination into a new host186. Once a resistance gene is established on a successful plasmid rapid dissemination to
different species is a possible scenario, as can be seen with the CTX-M enzymes that exist on both broad and narrow host range plasmids122.
These three mechanisms have specific requirements and occur with different
probabilities within different bacterial communities. DNA is more stable and
less exposed to DNases, enzymes degrading the DNA, in sands and
clays198,199 enabling uptake for naturally competent bacteria. Packaging the
DNA into vessels, such as phages, and then transporting it to a recipient cell
is a more protected environment for the DNA, but phages usually have a
very specific host range and will hence most likely only allow for intraspecies gene transfer. The DNA is also protected against environmental
DNases during conjugation. Some plasmids have a narrow host range, enabling intra-species transfer of genes, whereas other plasmids are more promiscuous and can transfer DNA to a range of bacterial species200,201. This
makes conjugation of plasmids one of the major pathways of spread of antibiotic resistance genes in various bacterial communities.

Mobile genetic elements
Transposable elements
Genetic elements able to move from one genetic location to another are
called transposable elements (TEs) (Figure 9). These elements are selfcontained units and are commonly found in bacteria such as E. coli. The
most common transposition mechanism is to leave a copy of the TE when a
second copy is inserting into a new place (replicative transposition), but excision of the TE before incorporation into the new position also exists. Many
TEs are flanked by inverted repeat (IR) sequences of 10-40 base pairs at
each end202. These elements do not need a specific sequence homology to
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insert at, however, some sequences seem to be preferred203. Movement of
TEs containing resistance determinants between plasmid and chromosome
have been observed (Paper I)98,204,205.
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of different transposable elements, such as insertion sequence (IS)-elements, composite transposons and unit transposons. All these
transposable elements are more or less dependent on inverted repeats (IR) for recombination and transposition.

The simplest transposable element, called insertion sequence (IS) element,
encode only for the protein transposase enabling the re-localization. Occasionally, resistance genes get trapped between two IS elements, forming a
composite transposon, which then can move as a cluster and incorporate
onto the chromosome or a plasmid. The most relevant IS-element in the
spread of resistance genes in Gram-negative bacteria is the IS26 from the
IS6 family. These elements were demonstrated to move by replicative transposition. However, it is often seen that arrays of resistance genes are separated by several IS26-elements on plasmids206, including the pUUH239.2
plasmid that has been used in paper II and paper III. Due to this arrangement, a second way of movement was described. A single copy of IS26 in
combination with an adjacent region, which can be all the way to the next
IS26 junction, can insert next to an existing copy of IS26 without replication206. This unit is called a translocatable unit (TU). The frequency of this
process is about 50 times higher than the ordinary untargeted replicative
transposition206. When an IS26 has incorporated onto the chromosome or the
plasmid, acquisition of more copies is likely, building an array of genes206.
A second type of transposon is the unit transposon (Tn). Traditionally
these transposons are considered to be elements larger than the ISelements207. The Tn3 family transposons are also often associated with anti35

biotic resistance. The unit transposons also have terminal inverted repeats,
but tend to have a transposase gene (tnpA) that is bigger than those of the IS.
A resolvase, tnpR, and a resolution site, res site, are included in the TN3
family transposons207. A replicative process ensures successful duplication of
the transposon where the resolvase separates the two copies208. This family
of transposons display something called transposition immunity, where a
second element is inhibited in the close proximity of the first copy208. A clinically important TE from the Tn3 family, Tn21, is often found on multiresistance plasmids, including pUUH239.2. Tn21 carries a class I integron,
encoding for an integrase, that will enable easy acquisition and expression of
accessory genes, including resistance genes209.
Since the TEs can incorporate basically anywhere on the chromosome or
plasmid, insertions causing a disruption in a gene is not unlikely. The TE can
incorporate into an essential gene leading to non-viability of the bacterial
cell and hence extinction of that particular cell202. Incorporation could also
be beneficial for the bacterium depending on the condition it is faced with.
An example is the reduction in uptake of certain β-lactams and β-lactamase
inhibitors after disruption of the major porin regulator ompR by TEs (Paper
III). Of course, insertion of the transposon can also be neutral to the host. In
addition they can cause inversions of smaller or larger pieces of DNA, or
amplifications and deletions of genes encoded between two TEs by homologous recombination. Hereby, either increasing expression of proteins from
genes included in the amplified region or removing genes that are potentially
costly or harmful164,210,211. The transposition frequency of most TEs is greater
than the spontaneous mutation rates of the chromosome212. However, most
TEs are strictly controlled to minimize transposition, since these events can
potentially lead to cell death202.
Integrons
Another set of genetic elements of ancient origin are integrons that enable
efficient acquisition of exogenous genes and are especially relevant in Gramnegative bacteria213. By targeted recombination mechanisms, the incorporation of a plethora of genes can be achieved (Figure 10). These elements are
especially important since they have been found to gather many resistance
genes creating an arsenal of determinants making treatment more difficult.
There are three features all integrons share, which together will capture
and express the exogenous genes that have been incorporated into the integron214. Firstly, intI, encode for the integrase enzyme (IntI) that catalyzes
the recombination between the site attI in the integron and the incoming
exogenous gene215. The exogenous genes, or gene cassettes, often only contain an open reading frame, a ribosomal binding site and a recombination
site, attC. The attC and the attI sites will enable site-specific recombination214. When the exogenous gene is incorporated it will be expressed from
the integron-associated promoter, Pc, where the gene cassettes closest to the
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promoter will be the most efficiently transcribed216. This poses a limitation
in how many genes can be incorporated, especially in the clinical class 1
integrons. Genes can be easily excised from the integron again217. There are
advantages with these types of systems; (i) since the genes are incorporated
at a specific site in the integron the genes pre-existing in the integron will
not risk getting inactivated by erroneous incorporation of a new gene, and
(ii) the integrated gene does not need an associated promoter itself but will
be expressed from the integron promoter.
Integron integrase activation is frequently triggered by the SOS response
that will stimulate excision of gene cassettes218. Both transformation of exogenous DNA and plasmid conjugation, as well as antibiotic exposure and
other stressors will induce the SOS response, hence up-regulating the activity of the integrase219–222. In other words, when a bacterial population where
the bacteria carry different gene cassettes is exposed to various stressors easy
sharing and selection of new gene cassettes will enable more resistance
genes to be accumulated and disseminated. However, under stable conditions
the expression of integron integrases can be deleterious to the bacterial
cell223,224. Modeling suggests that selection is needed to retain active integrase activity otherwise inactivation will occur224. Almost one third of all
intI genes identified in bacterial genomes are in fact disrupted by either an
internal stop codon or frameshift mutations rendering the enzyme inactive225.
Hence, there are biological and ecological limitations of integrons acquiring
and spreading resistance genes across species226.
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Figure 10. Schematic representation of an integron and the construction of a gene
array.
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The Mischievous Plasmids
The phenomenon of extra-chromosomal DNA molecules, later named plasmids, was first described in the late 1940s227 and over 70 years later the
prevalence of plasmids in clinical isolates, carrying antibiotic resistance determinants as well as virulence genes, are immense228. This mechanism of
resistance has had a profound impact on the evolution of the pathogenic bacterial community we are challenged with today. Plasmids have been found in
all branches of the bacterial “tree of life” and they have been found in all
communities studied this far228. Plasmids come in all shapes and sizes. Generally, they are circular double stranded DNA molecules, but they also come
as linear molecules. One of the biggest linear plasmids is the 1.8Mb plasmid
from the Gram-positive soil-bacterium Streptomyces clavulingerus229. The
smallest plasmid to date was found in the hyperthermophilic bacterium,
Thermotoga sp. strain RQ7 and is only 846bp230. A single bacterial cell can
carry a multitude of plasmids. In paper I we found up to 7 plasmids in the
same clinical isolate, but even more have been observed231. Many of these
isolates carry one or a few larger resistance plasmids, but also multiple
smaller plasmids of a few kilo base pairs in size98. These small plasmids
encode for genes enabling replication, but often not more than that and are
sometimes referred to as cryptic plasmids. Occasionally other genes of unknown function can be found on these entitites98,232,233. The cryptic small
plasmids often co-transfer with conjugative plasmids from the same cell and
can be spread both horizontally and vertically231. The effect on the bacterial
cell of the small cryptic plasmids is currently unknown. Since plasmids are
selfish elements and generally do not confer an advantage to the cell under
non-selective conditions, but rather cause a burden upon the bacterial cell,
the plasmids have evolved complex functions to avoid purging:
Replication and incompatibility. Plasmids contain genes necessary for
autonomous replication, but they need the host machinery to be able to complete the process234. The replication region, also called replicon, consists of
an origin of replication (ori) and genes responsible for replication regulation.
The well-studied plasmid R1, a low-copy plasmid of the Incompatibility
(Inc) FII group, is harbored by E. coli and related organisms234. Many of the
plasmids examined in papers I and II belong to this particular group. The
replicon of R1 consists of oriR1, repA, tap, copA and copB (Figure 11). By
controlling the expression of the plasmid-encoded replication initiator,
RepA, the copy number of the plasmid can be regulated. The transcription of
repA is mediated by two promoters: PrepA and PcopB. Under conditions where
the PrepA is not repressed it is twice as strong as the PcopB promoter. However,
the PrepA is normally repressed during steady-state plasmid replication by
CopB235–237. The main regulator of replication is an antisense RNA called
CopA. The CopA-RNA will bind to the complementary region CopT of the
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repA-mRNA238, leading to blockage of translation initiation of the tap leader
peptide, localized between copA and repA239. Efficient translation of RepA is
dependent on the translation of Tap because a stable RNA structure opens up
the repA translation initiation site240. Mutations localized to copA have been
shown to increase the copy number of the plasmid241. These types of mutations can also lead to the inability to bind and hence regulate CopT of a coresident plasmid with the same replicon. Since the control of antisense RNA
works through a negative control circuit any change in plasmid concentration will change the concentration of the antisense RNA leading to changed
replication frequencies. When the cell grows the concentration of CopA will
be reduced until replication occurs. Increased antisense RNA concentrations,
due to increased copy number of the plasmid after replication, will lead to
inhibition of replication. It is of importance that this system is fine-tuned to
enable persistence of the plasmid. Decreased plasmid copy number can lead
to rapid loss of the plasmid242,243, whereas increased copy number, i.e. increased replication, will potentially be a burden to the host244.
For single copy plasmids like R1, two plasmids with the same replicon
will not be able to stably co-exist in the bacterial cell, since they will be
‘counted’ as double copies of the replicon and therefore not be replicated at
cell division. They are incompatible with each other. The definition of plasmid incompatibility is the inability of two co-resident plasmids to be stably
inherited in absence of selection due to the presence of the same replicon245.
Therefore, plasmids are categorized into different incompatibility-groups
(Inc-groups) by their replicons. If two (or more) plasmids have different
replication control mechanisms they can co-exist in the same bacterium245.
The replicon or replicons of a plasmid will also affect the host range. In Enterobacteriaceae the incompatibility groups IncA/C, IncL/M and IncN,
which are broad host range, and IncI and IncF, narrow host range, are the
most clinically relevant plasmids246.
Partitioning systems or random segregation. Replication systems regulating copy number of a plasmid are important for plasmid-maintenance in the
bacterial cell. However, successful segregation of the plasmid upon cell division is also crucial for low copy number plasmids. Systems aiding in the
maintenance of plasmids are called partitioning systems247. High copy number plasmids generally do not encode for such systems, but rather rely on
random segregation to the two daughter cells. Partitioning systems make
sure that low copy number plasmids are positioned in such a way that the
two daughter cells will receive one copy each upon cell division. Even
though there is diversity amongst the partitioning systems, the organization
and the components are largely conserved247. These systems generally consist of two proteins, a centromere-binding protein and an NTPase (ATPase
or GTPase), and one or several partition sites. The R1 plasmid encodes for
the parMRC locus248. ParR binds to parC, a centromere-like site on the
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plasmid, for auto-regulation of the locus, but also to form a nucleoprotein
complex for partitioning. ParM generates actin-like filaments that can interact with the ParR/parC complex. When the ParM polymer is capped by
ParR/parC, its ATPase activity is stimulated resulting in increased polymerization which in turn will push the plasmids apart ensuring that each daughter
cell contains a copy of the plasmid249.
In the random distribution model, high copy number plasmids can diffuse
arbitrarily in the cytoplasm of the bacterium. Upon cell division both daughter cells will carry many copies of the plasmid250,251. Plasmids can form dimers, called multimerization, due to recombination. The natural multi-copy
plasmid ColE1 contains a determinant, cer, assisting monomerization of
multimerized plasmids enabling stability and inheritance of the plasmid to
the daughter cells252.
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Figure 11. Replication regulation of the IncFII plasmid, R1. A. RepA is essential for
replication initiation of the plasmid. CopB inhibits the transcription of the PrepA promoter, regulating the mRNA levels of tap-repA. B. The antisense RNA CopA interacts with CopT, encoded in the tap-repA mRNA, inhibiting access of translation of
Tap and RepA. If CopA does not bind to CopT the ribosomes can attach to the ribosomal binding site and translate Tap-RepA. Hereby, activating the replication process.
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Post-segregational killing. Assuming a plasmid comes with a disadvantage
to the bacterium, cells without the plasmid would proliferate better than the
plasmid-containing cells. To avoid segregational loss of the plasmid, most
low copy number plasmids encode for toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems. This
system is built upon two plasmid-encoded determinants, a stable toxin (a
protein) and a less stable antitoxin (RNA or protein). In a plasmid-containing
cell the antitoxin neutralizes the effect of the toxin upon binding and the
plasmid-containing cell is viable253. However, if one daughter cell does not
receive a plasmid upon cell division, the less stable antitoxin will be degraded leaving the toxin, that was produced before cell division, to exert its killing-effect on the cell. This process is called post-segregational killing (PSK)
and ensures inheritance of the plasmid254,255. One of the most characterized
TA systems, hok-sok, is constitutively expressed256. The promoters that drive
the expression of these two genes are of different strength, where the Sok
(antitoxin) promoter is stronger than that of Hok (toxic transmembrane protein). The toxin relies on the expression of mok, which overlaps with the
reading frame of hok, for efficient expression and regulation of translation.
Sok RNA, a small cis-acting antisense RNA, is complementary to the hok
mRNA leader region. In other words, Sok RNA indirectly inhibits translation of hok by preventing mok translation. When a cell cannot produce antitoxin, i.e. when there is no plasmid present in the cell, de-repression of mok
will enable translation of hok resulting in killing of the cell by the toxin256,257.
Mobility. Another important feature of plasmids is the ability to spread intra- and interspecies enabling the plasmid and all the content it is carrying,
such as resistance or virulence genes, to be shared in the bacterial community. If the plasmid encodes for mating pair formation genes they are considered self-transmissible or conjugative, whereas if the plasmid is using other
genetic elements in the bacterial cell for transfer it is called mobilizable.
There are also non-mobilizable plasmids, which can be spread by transformation or transduction258.
Low copy number plasmids commonly encode for conjugation systems
enabling the spread of the plasmid. In the conjugation machinery of the F
plasmid about 40 genes (known as tra-genes) are facilitating the translocation to a naïve cell259. Transfer initiation is started by the assembly of the
‘relaxosome’ to a specific site on the plasmid, called origin of transfer or
OriT. The relaxosome consists of one relaxase and accessory genes. The
relaxase is responsible for the single strand nicking reaction at OriT at the
so-called nic site. This will lead to a reaction causing the relaxase to covalently bind a single strand of the plasmid DNA. The relaxosome is important
since it unwinds the DNA, but also binds to the type IV secretion system
(T4SS) with the help of a type 4 coupling protein (T4CP)260,261. T4CP is also
thought to energize the process of DNA transport to the recipient262. Fifteen
of the tra-genes are responsible for the build-up of the T4SS creating a pas41

sage for the DNA259. After entry of the single strand DNA into the recipient
the relaxosome closes the single-stranded plasmid263. The DNA strands in
the donor and the recipient strains will be subjected to synthesis creating
double stranded DNA. In F plasmids this is done by the DNA polymerase III
holoenzyme263.
In addition to the conjugation promoting system there is a system inhibiting conjugation initiation, called FinOP. The plasmid-specific unstable antisense RNA, finP, is constitutively expressed and will bind to the traJ gene
encoding for the conjugation activator TraJ, which is part of the relaxosome.
FinO, a polypeptide, will stabilize the FinP antisense formation with traJ and
thus inhibit conjugation. Occasionally, traJ escapes the negative repression
of FinO and FinP leading to initiation of conjugation with the help of the
host-encoded transcriptional regulator ArcA264. When initiated, the expression of tra-genes bursts ensuring transfer to a competent recipient265. Hostencoded factors also help modulate and fine-tune the conjugation, such as
stress response elements266–268. Loss-of-function mutations or deletion of
finO will lead to de-repressed transfer subsequently leading to a hyperconjugative strain259.
The different transfer operons have different set ups of genes enabling the
transfer and hence can alter the conjugation frequencies259. In paper II we
demonstrated that the cost of conjugation, measured as competitive fitness,
increased when the ability of conjugation was de-repressed for the
pUUH239.2 plasmid. The frequency of conjugation can vary a lot depending
on the composition of the plasmid and the host. It has been suggested that
the conjugation frequencies are higher in nature than under laboratory conditions269. Not to forget, the human gut is an optimal meeting ground for different bacteria carrying different resistance determinant promiscuously sharing their DNA with each other270.

Resistance plasmids
Plasmids have been around for millions of years, even plasmids encoding for
resistance mechanisms8. The selection, due to human antibiotic use, has created a high variability of plasmids, from broad range to narrow range, mediating antibiotic resistance in Enterobacteriaceae. There are plasmid-encoded
resistance genes against basically all commercially available drugs271. Many
antibiotic resistance genes are enclosed by various IS or Tn-elements, enabling incorporation, rearrangement and movability. Some plasmid incompatibility groups are more prevalent than others among Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria, for instance IncFII, IncA/C, IncL/M, IncN and IncI1245. Some
of the plasmid groups appear to be linked to positive selection by antibiotics
since they are more prevalent in milieus subjected to antibiotics, an exception being the IncF plasmids that are common in human and animal isolates
independently from resistance genes246.
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One major problem worldwide is Enterobacteriaceae carrying ESBLs, in
particular of the CTX-M type, since these are known to cause not only sporadic infections but also outbreaks122–124,272. Highly virulent and successful
clones, such as E. coli sequence type (ST) 131 often carry various plasmids
encoding for CTX-M, most commonly CTX-M-15 or CTX-M-14183. ESBL
genes are often found on low copy number IncF plasmids with multiple other resistance genes such as the aminoglycoside/fluoroquinolones resistance
conferring gene aac(6’)-Ib-cr or the β-lactamase gene blaTEM-1246. These IncF
plasmids vary in size and often carry more than one replicon, where one is
strictly necessary for replication of the plasmid, whereas the other is thought
to be more flexible able to accumulate mutations and potentially diverge
enough to create a whole new replicon erasing the borders of incompatibility273. This would potentially enable IncF plasmids with varying replicons to
coexist in the bacterial cell. Resistance plasmids do not only carry antibiotic
resistance genes but also virulence and metal resistance genes274–276.

Clinical and economic impact of ESBL-producing bacteria
Use and misuse in both human medicine and animal medicine is responsible
for the growing problem of antibiotic resistance that we are faced with today.
In the U.S. 80% of the prescribed antibiotics are used in agriculture, of
which about 70% are of importance to human medicine, since these classes
are the same that are being used to treat human infections277. Antibiotics
used in agriculture are generally not used for treating sick animals, but to
promote growth, increasing meat yields. An extensive use of antibiotics in
agriculture may lead to an increased fraction of resistant bacteria, potentially
spreading to humans278. Fortunately, many countries in Europe have banned
the use of antimicrobials to promote growth of animals. Positive outcomes in
restricted use of antibiotic have been observed in Denmark where the resistant strains observed in agriculture are decreasing, whereas meat production is not affected279.
In the clinical settings, infections caused by Gram-negative bacteria are a
rising problem, partially due to an increase in transplantation operations,
chemotherapy of malignant diseases and a growing senior population280. The
trend of ESBLs in clinical E. coli and K. pneumoniae is a worrisome development since there are limitations in treatment options. As mentioned previously, the ESBLs are often encoded on plasmids enabling further dissemination to other species or strains. Often these types of plasmids carry other
resistance determinants, such as towards fluoroquinolones, aminoglycosides
and trimethoprim281,282. Treatment options such as carbapenems are still
available for these infections but an increase in resistant clones to this class
is on the uprise283,284. The rates of resistance to extended-spectrum β-lactams
differ from country to country. In Sweden the prevalence of ESBLproducing E. coli from blood and urine isolates is about 7%285. ESBL43

infections are correlated with an increased hospital stay and therefore also
increased economic impact and increased mortality286,287. It is estimated that
infections caused by antibiotic resistant bacteria leads to EUR 1,5 billion in
health care costs within the EU every year288. In addition, of the estimated
33,100 deaths due to antibiotic resistance more than a third were due to EPE
infections in EU and European Economic Areas289.
A worrisome observation is the asymptomatic carriage of ESBLproducing bacteria, mainly in the gut. This type of carriage often precedes
infections, such as urinary tract infections that may develop into blood
stream infections290. This would enable spread between family members,
citizens in the country, as well as people from other countries. It is not uncommon after a visit abroad in a country with endemic carriage of ESBLproducers to bring pathogenic bacteria back to the home country291,292. However, BSIs seems to be caused by more virulent STs than the STs of carriers290. Another difference is that the ESBL blaCTX-M-15 is more prevalent in
BSIs and blaCTX-M-14 or blaCTX-M-1 are more prevalent in carriers290. These
findings are pointing to that certain strains are more capable of causing dangerous infections while others might be better at long-term colonization.
If the resistance problem is not being addressed and tackled now it might
be too late to change the dystopian future. The term post antibiotic era is
already being used to describe the daunting future where antibiotics cannot
be used anymore due to the resistance problem we are faced with.
pUUH239.2
Sweden has been relatively spared from outbreaks caused by multi-resistant
bacteria but in the years 2005 to 2007 Scandinavia’s biggest extended spectrum β-lactamase (ESBL)-outbreak occurred at Uppsala University hospital293. Around 310 patients were infected or carriers of the ESBL-strain,
mostly elderly patients, from more than 30 different wards294. This outbreak
was caused by a single clonal K. pneumoniae carrying a 220kbp big multiresistance plasmid (Figure 12)99. The plasmid, named pUUH239.2, was also
found in unrelated E. coli in the gut of the patients demonstrating in vivo
inter-species spread during the outbreak. pUUH239.2 is a hybrid between
plasmids originating from K. pneumoniae and E. coli. The backbone is derived from the K. pneumoniae-associated pKPN3 plasmid with some additional homologies to genomic regions from Ralstonia as well as from E. coli.
An interesting feature with this particular plasmid is the origin of replication
because the sequence homology switches from 96% identical to pKPN3
IncFIIK to 100% identical to IncFII of E. coli origin in the middle of the replicon. Next to the replicon there is a massive stretch of 40kb with resistance-associated genes homologous to E. coli plasmids pEK499 and
pC15-1a that are associated with the clonal group of ST131, an E. coli strain
causing outbreaks world wide295. In the resistance-associated region genes
giving resistance to a wide range of antibiotics were found: two narrow spec44

trum β-lactamases, blaTEM-1 and blaOXA-1, the ESBL blaCTX-M-15, a class 1 integron (containing, aadA2, sul1, dhfrVII and qacEΔ1), mph(A), mrx, mphR,
aac(6’)-Ib-cr and tetA/R. This plasmid also encode for genes providing resistance towards copper, silver and arsenic. The pUUH239.2 plasmid has
shown to be stable in K. pneumoniae, but unstable in E. coli, having a loss
rate of 0.16% per generation99. In paper II we used this particular plasmid to
study the effects of plasmid borne resistance genes on the fitness of the bacterial cell and in paper III we used pUUH239.2 to study the evolutionary
trajectories of resistance against β-lactam/β-lactamase inhibitor combinations.
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Bacterial fitness
The fitness of an organism is defined by its ability to replicate, survive and
spread in a given environment, possibly consisting of many different types
of competitors. Over millions of years bacteria have evolved, increasing
fitness and competitiveness, ensuring persistence both in the environment
and in the host. A specific trait can have different fitness effects on the bacterium depending on the environmental conditions296. Plasmid-containing
bacteria grown in poor and rich media have shown different fitness effects.
A plasmid conferring a significant advantage to the host in rich media can
show a significant disadvantage in poor media, and vice versa (unpublished
data). In an environment with antibiotics a resistance gene will be beneficial
to the bacterium, but during non-selective circumstances the same gene
might cause a fitness cost and potentially will be lost from the population.
Fitness costs can be displayed as lowered virulence, lower transmission rates
or decreased growth rates297. In our studies, papers I-III, we investigate the
fitness effects of multi-resistance plasmids on their hosts by growth rate
determination in isogenic cultures as well as in competition experiments
with isogenic strains.
Measurement techniques for fitness
Even though there are numerous ways of measuring fitness, no single method will be able to fully display the comprehensive fitness of a bacterium in
different environments or selections. In this thesis two different methods
have been applied in the attempt to elucidate growth effects:
Growth rate. Determination of the maximum growth rate by measuring
optical density (here OD600) can be used to estimate how fast a bacterium
divides, i.e. the doubling time. In this setup, monocultures are being used for
easy comparison in different media or other conditions. By comparison between the doubling time of a wild type and a mutant an assessment of the
impact of the mutation on fitness can be made. A longer doubling time indicates a slower growth and vice versa. One downside to this method is that
the sensitivity is 3-4%, disabling visualization of smaller growth differences
between wild type and mutant bacteria. Additionally, this method will, by
design, only take the exponential growth rate into account and not consider
other phases of growth, such as lag or stationary phase.
Competition experiments. A more sensitive approach is to conduct competition experiments. In our setup, using isogenic strains, where one strain is
tagged with blue fluorescent protein and the other strain is tagged with yellow fluorescent protein, we can visualize fitness differences down to about
0.5%. Starting with an equal amount of the two strains, the ratio of bacteria
with the two fluorescent proteins from mixed bacterial cultures is measured
every 10 generation for 30 generations in a MacsQuant flow cytometer using
a sample of 100,000 cells. The change in ratio over time can be used to cal46

culate the differential fitness of the strains. This method is more complex
than just measuring maximum growth rate, since it measures mixed cultures
and the whole cell cycle of the bacteria. Additionally, the method is more
sensitive and smaller fitness changes can be measured. This method however, would be unfavorable if the bacterial strains affect each other in an adverse way.

The effect of chromosomal alterations on bacterial fitness
In an environment with antibiotics, the antibiotic resistant bacteria have a
fitness advantage to the ones that do not encode such determinants. However, when the antibiotic pressure is removed, the resistance mechanism facilitating survival of the bacterium is generally detrimental. This is often displayed as a decrease in growth rate or a competitive fitness disadvantage.
If resistance mechanisms are costly, why not stop using antibiotics for a
while until the resistant bacteria are outcompeted by susceptible bacteria?
Theoretical modeling supports the basic concept of a decreased ratio of resistant strains by removal of antibiotics from the environment, but there are
other processes, such as compensatory evolution and genetic co-selection,
that makes the reduction of resistant bacteria less likely298. Rates of de novo
and acquired resistance by HGT determine the frequencies of the generation
of resistant cells in a bacterial population, including chromosomal mutations,
amplifications, reduced expression of the target, altered or acquired drug
modifying enzymes, target protection, alternative replacement enzymes and
naïve efflux pumps298. Generally, antibiotics target essential functions of the
bacterial cell. Hence, changes in these functions are likely to reduce the fitness of the bacterium in an antibiotic-free environment. For example, mutations in the RNA polymerase (conferring rifampicin resistance) and the ribosome (conferring streptomycin resistance), such as rpoB S531L and rpsL
K42N, respectively, decrease the exponential growth rate approximately
between 20 and 40% in different Salmonella species, causing a substantial
disadvantage in an antibiotic free environment299. However, there are point
mutations in some essential genes without a detectable fitness disadvantage296. Mutations in regulatory genes can have a wide effect on the fitness of a bacterium. Some cause no detectable fitness disadvantage, for example colistin resistance through the deletion of mgrB299, a small inner
membrane protein responsible for negatively regulating PhoQ. Others, such
as OmpR mutations in E coli that cause increased tolerance to many antibiotics by lowering expression of OmpC and OmpF, cause a substantial cost to
the bacterium299, due to limited import of important nutrients.
Not to forget, the cost of different genomic alterations is context dependent, i.e. dependent on the environment that particular strain exists in299. A
particular deleterious mutation in rich media can have a positive effect in
poor media296. Importantly, growth in vitro and in vivo is hard to compare
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since the bacteria are subjected to different external factors, such as nutrient
sources and the immune defense300–302.

The effect of resistance plasmids on bacterial fitness
Horizontal gene transfer has also partially been observed to be costly to the
host, but compensatory mutations or loss of particular genes have proven to
restore growth210,303,304. In general, the resistance plasmid-associated cost is
lower than the cost observed from chromosomal changes giving antibiotic
resistance82. This is probably due to the fact that chromosomal mutations are
de novo mutations and hence the bacterial strain has not yet been able to
acquire any mutations compensating for the loss in growth rate. The resistance genes expressed on plasmids are usually enzymes that will not affect
the normal functions of the bacterial cell. Plasmid-encoded determinants in
theory could have adapted to the host through multiple passages reducing the
initial cost of plasmid carriage. It is not an unlikely event, that a bacterial
strain ‘lost’ a plasmid by segregation, but then retained another copy of the
same plasmid by HGT. Thus, compensatory chromosomal mutations that
occurred during the first adaptation to the plasmid will still exist in the bacterial strain facilitating beneficial bonds upon second entry of the plasmid82.
Plasmids have been around for millions of years, most likely longer than
most antibiotic resistance genes, hence the backbone of a plasmid has
adapted to its host displaying minimal cost. Therefore, it is not surprising
that the plasmid backbone of low copy number, narrow host range plasmids,
confer low to no cost to the bacterial cell (Paper II). Resistance genes on
plasmids are a fairly recent event and have not had sufficient time to coevolve with the plasmid and host82. Experimental evolution of different resistance plasmids have shown plasmid compensation after 280 to 1100 generations of bacterial growth in vitro210,303,305,306. These particular plasmids
exerted an initial fitness disadvantage of between 5 and 21% measured by
growth rate. The compensation can either be due to compensatory mutations
on the chromosome or plasmid, or a combination of both210,303,306. Mathematical modeling suggests that compensatory mutations on the chromosome are
more likely to occur due to more sequence space, but has the limitation that
these mutations can only be vertically inherited307. Consequently, if compensation was purely chromosomal, the entry of the plasmid to a new host
would be as starting from square one in terms of adaptation and fitness cost.
Plasmid-associated compensatory mutations are less likely to occur, but
might have a greater benefit since these mutations might lower the cost in
other hosts as well308. Another factor to take into consideration when it
comes to fitness cost, loss of plasmids and compensatory mutations, is that
the pathogenic bacteria carrying multi-resistance plasmids often exist in
environments in close proximity to humans. In these environments subinhibitory concentrations of antibiotics will select for resistance determinants
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retaining them in the bacterial community309. Deliberating the amounts of
drugs that can be found in the vicinity of humans the fact that resistance
determinants are being selected for at any time is an intimidating thought310.
The existence of multiple resistance genes on the same plasmid will enable co-selection in any environment, especially in environments containing
antibiotics. As an example, the prevalence of sulfonamide and trimethoprim
resistance, conferred by sul- and dhfr-genes carried on plasmids, in Enterobacteriaceae is high, most likely due to the combination therapy of these two
antibiotic classes311. These two genes are commonly found in class I integrons on plasmids312,313. In paper II we examined the effect of the carriage
of a multi-resistance plasmids, pUUH239.2. The fitness cost of the plasmid
was measured to be 3% compared to an isogenic plasmid-free strain. Out of
13 resistance determinants only two contributed to the fitness disadvantage,
namely blaCTX-M-15 and tetA/R. It is astonishing that out of 225 genes encoded
on a 220,824 base pair plasmid, only two regions confer a fitness cost to the
bacterium. This would, in combination with other factors, such as stability,
ensure the persistence of the plasmid. By comparing the initial isolate and
post-treatment isolates in paper I we observed a general fitness increase
over the sampling period, either due to chromosomal mutations or occurrence of particular plasmids. In what context these changes altered the fitness of the strains is still unclear.
The magnitude of the associated fitness cost of a resistance determinant
will influence its rate of extinction from the bacterial population298. More
costly traits will disappear faster during non-selective conditions, whereas
less costly might persist for longer. However, after re-introduction of the
drug the small fraction of resistant cells that potentially still are present in
the population will be able to increase in numbers again298. Another limiting
factor for reduction of bacteria carrying multi-resistance plasmids is the fact,
that these plasmids often encode for systems preventing loss of the plasmids,
such as TA-systems and partitioning systems, as well as conjugation machineries, enabling spread and potentially slowing down or hindering the
extinction of the antibiotic resistance genes in an antibiotic-free environment.
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Increased resistance by gene duplication and
amplification
A common adaptive process of bacteria is gene duplications and amplifications (GDA), which is playing an important role in genomic variability, as
part of a short-term solution90. By increasing the copy number of a relevant
gene resulting in increased product bacteria can overcome various stressors,
such as altered growth conditions or antibiotics. Rapid formation of amplified genes can enable the bacteria to evade antibiotic treatment (Paper III).
Gene duplication and amplification is highly prevalent, but less stable compared to genomic mutations or HGT, making GDA comparable to a regulatory response. Therefore, it is of importance to understand the dynamics of
this mechanism163,164,314.
Mechanisms of formation and loss of GDA
The two main mechanisms involved in gene amplifications are either RecAdependent or RecA-independent. Hot spots for RecA-dependent duplications
are generally between homologous regions, such as ribosomal RNA operons315, IS or transposable elements commonly found on plasmids99,164, and
repetitive extragenic palindromic sequences316. Higher-level amplification
can occur between the tandem repeats generated by the initial duplication.
Massive amplifications of resistance determinant-encoding regions were
observed during evolution experiments giving rise to high-level resistance
towards β-lactam/β-lactamase inhibitor combinations (Paper III). The amplified regions varied between 2- to approximately 50-fold, and the biggest
unit amplified was of chromosomal origin of about 600,000 bases. Under
certain conditions the amount of DNA in a given cell can be doubled due to
extensive amplification317. For RecA-dependent recombination to occur,
approximately 50 nucleotides or more need to be homologous to form a recombinogenic complex318. However, shorter repetitive sequences have been
implied to create duplications or deletions leading to an unknown RecAindependent mechanism for homologous recombination319,320. In some cases
no homology of the duplication site can be found321. In the same manner as
the amplification arose it can also be lost from the bacterial populations.
Since the amplifications are dynamic they undergo de-amplification by homologous recombination between the identical repeated amplified regions322.
The spontaneous segregational loss rate of any duplication is determined to
be between 0.01 and 0.15% per cell per generation with the implication that
without selection the duplication is rapidly lost from the population90. The
fitness cost associated with duplications does not seem to be size dependent
but rather genetic content dependent322, potentially due to overproduction of
a given protein having negative effects on the bacterial cell.
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Figure 13. Illustration of how an amplification event can give increased resistance
and act as a stepping-stone for additional resistance mutations. The increased mutational target of the amplified gene might lead to mutations increasing the resistance
level (yellow star). Mutations in other genes can also confer increased resistance
(visualized by the magenta hexagon). After an additional resistance mutation has
occurred, the amplified state segregates back to a single gene copy.

Dynamics of GDA and its role in resistance development
In a growing bacterial population the frequency of GDA is generally between >10-2 and 10-5 per cell per generation315. These modifications are not
limited to one or a couple of locations on the chromosome but can occur
basically anywhere, although the likelihood of amplifications are higher
between two repeated sequences90. The size of the amplified region can
stretch from a few base pairs to several mega bases164,321,323. It has been proposed that 10% of a growing bacterial population contains a duplication at
any position in the chromosome324. This phenomenon may enable the bacterial cell to overcome hurdles, such as nutrient limitations or facilitating decreased susceptibility towards antibiotics.
The frequency of single base substitutions is many orders of magnitude
lower than that of GDA, about 10-10 per cell per generation325. In other
words, if antibiotic resistance can develop both through GDA and single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), in selective environments GDA are more
likely to occur than SNPs giving rise to potential subpopulations able to cope
with antibiotics. GDAs are unstable, since they are potential targets of homologous recombination, in contrast to SNPs. Gene amplifications conferring resistance to antibiotics are usually due to amplifications of relevant
resistance genes yielding more product able to cope with the selective pressure (Figure 13)90. Since the amplifications are so common in a population
they can also acquire point mutations creating a new form of resistance pro51

tein with properties decreasing the susceptibility to an antibiotic. The additional mutation could also be in a gene unrelated to the amplification itself90.
In paper III we observed the populations from an evolution experiment to
have various regions of the plasmid amplified, mostly between IS26 elements, in order to evade high levels of antibiotics. In particular it seems that
amplification and hence increased production of various β-lactamases are
differently important in the resistance development towards the β-lactam/βlactamase inhibitors tested in the study.
In conclusion, GDA is a common phenomenon for several selective pressures creating less susceptible populations. These amplifications pose an
increased likelihood of mutations, due to the increased sequence space of the
target gene, creating a more resistant strain. These types of genetic alterations could also pose a threat to treatment outcome, where a population classified as susceptible in fact contains subpopulations of less susceptible cells.
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Current Investigations and Future Perspectives

Dynamics of resistance plasmids in extended spectrum βlactamase-producing Enterobacteriaceae during post-infection
colonization
The colonization rate of β-lactamase-producing Enterobacteriaceae (EPE) in
the gut microbiota has increased drastically the last years causing increased
prevalence of antibiotic-resistant infections in the urinary tract and blood
stream. Previous studies have shown long-term carriage of pathogenic bacteria carrying multiple antibiotic determinants326–330, but few studies have examined the plasmid content of these disease-causing pathogens in depth. In
paper I we therefore sought to perform a thorough investigation of the genomes and especially the plasmids of EPEs over time by using isolates collected from urine and feces of three patients from a previous study from
Titelman et al328. The three patients had initially suffered from UTI caused
by EPE and subsequent fecal samples showed that they carried EPE in their
guts for at least a year post UTI.
The isolates from patient 2 demonstrated carriage of the same EPE over
the sampling period. Interestingly, a chromosomal region containing blaCTXM-15 duplicated and inserted onto the plasmid reducing the susceptibility to
many β-lactam antibiotics. However, in the last isolate, blaCTX-M-15 was lost
by homologous recombination from the plasmid. To our knowledge this
patient had not received any β-lactams during this period displaying the dynamic nature of resistance genes and horizontal gene transfer in vivo even in
the absence of antibiotic selection. An insertion sequence, ISEcp1b, is often
encoded adjacent to the blaCTX-M-15 β-lactamase gene enabling transposition
of the locus. This particular combination of determinants has proven to be
very efficient in spreading between different types of bacteria and plasmids
belonging to different incompatibility groups and has managed to become
one of the most prevalent ESBLs worldwide124,272.
The variability and spread of plasmids in vivo could be exhibited by the
isolates from patient 4. Over the sampling period four ESBL-producing E.
coli strains were found, three of which belonged to different subgroups of
the pathogenic clonal group of ST131. In addition, one ESBL-producing K.
pneumoniae was discovered. Many of these isolates shared an identical 33kb
plasmid without any resistance genes. Two different ST-groups also shared a
68kb plasmid carrying blaTEM-1. This patient had been traveling in endemic
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regions for ESBLs, explaining the variety of ESBL-producing strains found
in the gut microbiota. An extensive study investigating acquisition of EPEs
abroad could conclude that travelling to a country with endemic EPEs increased the risk of returning with this type of pathogens291.
The last patient investigated, patient 7, was colonized by the same clone
across the sampling period. Interestingly, isolates from this patient differed
in plasmid carriage. In some of the isolates one or two other plasmids were
found in addition to the ESBL-encoding plasmid indicating a dynamic reservoir of plasmid-carrying bacteria in the gut, which potentially enable plasmid transfer to pathogenic bacteria.
Since one clone was taken from each sampling time point, with the exception being when different morphotypes could be observed, we cannot see the
collected isolates as a time-line in the evolution of the plasmids but rather as
a snap-shot of the particular genetic content at that moment in time. To get a
better understanding of the evolution of resistance plasmids in vivo additional studies are necessary, with an experimental setup similar to the one Titelman et al used, but with collection of additional isolates at each sampling
time. This would potentially enable the evaluation of HGT frequencies (patient 2), spread of plasmids amongst the different bacteria (patient 4) and
occurrence of varying plasmid content (patient 7) at a population level.

The role of antibiotic resistance genes in the fitness cost of
multi-resistance plasmids
Although it is often postulated that resistance plasmid carriage comes with a
fitness disadvantage under non-selective conditions the prevalence of them
in nature and in clinical isolates is high. Paper II was aimed at investigating
the cost of resistance plasmids and in particular exploring the fitness disadvantage of one of these plasmids, pUUH239.2. Many studies have explored
plasmid costs, where the cost has ranged from astonishing 21% to as little as
1.1%99,210,303,331,332. Evolution experiments have often been used as an attempt to elucidate the cause of the fitness cost, where an increased fitness
has been achieved by mutations or deletions in the conjugation machinery210,303, as well as in certain resistance genes210,333. Amongst our set of clinical plasmids transferred to E. coli K-12 MG1655 we observed little to no
cost of carriage. In one case the carriage of a plasmid even significantly increased the growth rate of the strain. The reason for this is still under investigation. However, one of the plasmids that posed the highest cost was
pUUH239.2 with a 3% reduction in maximum growth rate compared to the
plasmid-free strain. We chose to investigate this fitness cost in a different
way than with evolution experiments, targeting the effect of the resistance
region. Site-specific deletions of various regions or resistance genes on the
plasmid displayed that out of 225 genes encoded on pUUH239.2 only two of
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them were responsible for the cost, blaCTX-M-15 and tetR/A. Astonishingly,
most of the plasmid backbone including many of the resistance genes were
near to cost-free to the bacterium. We observed that expression of tetA increased the cost of the pUUH239.2 plasmid, whereas normal expression of
tetR without the production of TetA seemed not to have a disadvantage.
However, overexpression of TetR decreased the growth of the bacterium
significantly. Hence, we hypothesize that the cost conferred by TetA and
TetR might be balanced between expression of the two genes. Nonetheless,
cause of the cost displayed by TetA and TetR in the current context is not yet
fully understood. The cost of blaCTX-M-15 mostly lies in the signal sequence.
Almost all proteins exported to the periplasm encode for a signal sequence
upstream of the enzyme. This ensures proper transport to the periplasm and
is cleaved off after the arrival at the final destination. Previously it has been
shown that the cost of another β-lactamase, SME-1, was ameliorated by exchange of the signal sequence to that of TEM-1333. Indeed, we also observed
a decreased fitness disadvantage of blaCTX-M-15 by exchanging its signal sequence to that of TEM-1. However, the whole cost could not be explained by
the signal sequences. To get a better understanding of the global changes in
gene expression in the cell when a plasmid is introduced we conducted transcriptomics and proteomics analyses of bacteria with and without the
pUUH239.2 plasmid, as well as some of the mutants. The transcriptomics
analysis showed that blaCTX-M-15 was amongst the top 10 most expressed
genes in the bacterium. It also revealed that many genes seem to be downregulated rather than up-regulated when carrying pUUH239.2 compared to
the isogenic plasmid-free strain. However, when looking at the protein
abundance only 11 genes show a significant difference, where 7 of these
were more abundant in the plasmid containing strain. The affected bacterial
pathways have partially been observed before and can be associated with
metabolic pathways331. Yet, the exact relationship in terms of gene expression or protein abundance between host and pUUH239.2 has not been fully
deciphered yet.
It would be interesting to further study the background of the cost that the
signal sequence of blaCTX-M-15 poses. Some hypotheses are that the signal
sequence is not readily translated into signal peptide, the signal peptide is not
efficiently being transferred to the periplasm, or that the signal peptide has
not efficiently been cleaved off. Since CTX-M-15 is one of the costly genes
of pUUH239.2 it would be of importance to investigate other plasmids containing this gene and determine the fitness impact in those particular backgrounds. Lastly, evolution experiments with pUUH239.2 or even the beneficial plasmid we observed in this study would potentially give us clues about
cost compensation (pUUH239.2) or beneficial genes.
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Evolutionary trajectories towards high-level β-lactam/βlactamase inhibitor resistance of a multi-resistance plasmid
carrying multiple β-lactamases
Combination therapy of β-lactams and β-lactamase inhibitors is an important
treatment option, since the prevalence of β-lactamases is increasing. In paper III we examined to what extent a wild-type strain carrying no resistance
determinants and a strain carrying the multi-resistance plasmid pUUH239.2
could become resistant to three different combinations: ampicillin-sulbactam
(SAM), piperacillin-tazobactam (TZP) and ceftazidime-avibactam (CZA).
The strain containing pUUH239.2 already showed a MIC above the clinical
breakpoint for SAM, close to the breakpoint for TZP and much below the
breakpoint for CZA. Mutants from a fluctuation test showed different patterns of increased resistance for the three different combinations. The mutants from the wild type parental strain mainly displayed mutations causing
porin-deficiencies or increased efflux. For the plasmid-containing strain
amplification of blaTEM-1 was observed for SAM, amplifications of blaOXA-1
for TZP and two out of five mutants had amplifications of blaOXA-1 and
blaCTX-M-15 for CZA. Previously, it has been shown that amplifications of βlactamases can cause a decreased susceptibility in clinical isolates164 since
there is a linear correlation between the amount of β-lactamase produced and
the increasing concentration of β-lactam antibiotic334. Experimentally this
has also been tested signifying the importance of increased abundance of βlactamases on the resistance levels to different β-lactams211,335. However, in
vitro evolution experiments conducted with the three combinations showed
that in general the region containing blaOXA-1 and blaCTX-M-15 was amplified
for all the combinations indicating that massive amplification of blaTEM-1
might not be the optimal mechanism to circumvent the different combination
for high-level resistance. The CZA combination was very efficient on the
strain with the ESBL-plasmid pUUH239.2, however, serial passage led to
increased MIC, above the clinical breakpoint. Around 15 mutations per lineage were observed. The impact of all these genetic changes are still under
investigation, but we identified that multiple mutations in PBPs, the outer
membrane porins, as well as in the β-lactamase CTX-M-15 contributed to
the increased resistance. Other studies examining the resistance-potential of
CTX-M-14 and CTX-M-15 have been conducted, where in vitro DNA shuffling or a random mutagenesis approach has been used to modify the enzymes170,171,336. A combination of mutations in the β-lactamase gene and
outer membrane deficiencies might be a potential threat to the treatment with
newer combinations of β-lactams and β-lactamase inhibitors.
In the future, we plan to further characterize the mutations in CTX-M-15
with regard to the function of the mutations in the enzyme in combination
with the antibacterial activity of various β-lactams. Also, the mutant CTXM-15s need to be evaluated in the terms of fitness cost and stability. Further
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we want to determine when the mutations occurred during the evolution
experiments. This will allow us to elucidate what steps are most important in
high-level resistance development. To properly evaluate the contribution of
individual mutations to resistance as well as fitness cost, reconstructions of
the mutations found at the end-point of the evolution experiments need to be
performed. In addition, it would be interesting to separate the evolved plasmids from the evolved hosts. This way we can move a naïve plasmid into the
evolved host and an evolved plasmid into the naïve host and determine the
effects of the mutations on stability of the plasmid, as well as the impact on
resistance.
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Concluding remarks

Treatment failure due to multi-resistant strains is becoming a greater problem; not only due to increased mortality, but also in regards to the economic
burden it imposes. The outlook of new antibiotics on the market able to treat
these kinds of infections is scarce. The previous and current use of different
antibiotics has led us down a slippery path where treatment failure associated
with a smaller repertoire of treatment options and thereby higher mortality
rates will become prevalent. Especially plasmid-borne resistance is an enormous problem and it is of great importance to understand the mechanisms in
which these multi-resistance plasmids operate and evolve, in the clinics and
in the environment.
This thesis addresses the dynamics, the fitness cost and the evolution of
plasmids, where in paper I we investigated the plasmid contents from bacterial isolates of three patients that carried EPE’s. EPE carriage and their
plasmid content can be highly variable. The plasmids contained in these
samples display dynamic natures, where incorporation of a resistance gene,
as well as loss of it again was a phenomenon that occurred in vivo even under non-selective conditions. The bacterial population in the gut consists of
many different bacteria, of which all are more or less subjected to horizontal
gene transfer, including resistance genes. Therefore, we performed an indepth analysis of the effects of a resistance plasmid on its host (Paper II).
Here we found that the set of plasmids chosen did not impose a substantial
fitness cost to the bacterium. Cost-free plasmids can potentially be more
persistent in the bacterial populations for longer. The 3% fitness cost of
pUUH239.2 carriage could be attributed to blaCTX-M-15 and tetR/A, and most
of the cost could be narrowed down to the signal sequence of blaCTX-M-15.
The exact mechanism underlying this cost remains unclear. However, this
associated cost has not stopped the gene from spreading all over the world,
potentially due to the efficient transposase ISEcp1B that is commonly associated with this β-lactamase. In paper III we investigated how a multiresistance plasmid containing three β-lactamases (blaTEM-1, blaCTX-M-15 and
blaOXA-1) could evolve resistance against three combinations of β-lactam and
β-lactamase inhibitors. Here we found that this type of plasmid in vitro easily was able to confer high-level resistance towards some of the combinations, such as SAM and TZP. In contrast, high-level resistance to CZA could
not be readily achieved. Interestingly, from this study we found that mutations in the ESBL blaCTX-M-15 rendered the bacterium less sensitive to the
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combination of CZA. Mutations in an ESBL in combination with gene amplifications and outer membrane protein mutations might be a future problem we are faced with when it comes to treatment of certain infections.
The work presented here highlights the plasmid-borne resistance problematic, especially towards the use of β-lactams in combination with βlactamase inhibitors. The studies particularly addresses three important aspects of antibiotic resistance evolution: (i) the consequences and dynamics
of multi-resistance plasmid acquisition (Paper I), (ii) the genetic and mechanistic basis of detrimental fitness effects associated with plasmid carriage
(Paper II), and (iii) the evolutionary trajectories towards increased β-lactam
and β-lactamase inhibitor resistance (Paper III). I am optimistic that these
and other studies will aid in predicting and combating dissemination of multi-resistance plasmid-carrying bacteria.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

En av de viktigaste upptäckterna inom medicin är utan tvekan antibiotikan.
Denna mirakelmedicin har möjliggjort behandling av vanliga sjukdomar som
en gång i tiden kunde leda till döden, så som lunginflammation eller sårinfektioner. Ett liv utan antibiotika är svårt att föreställa sig, men med största
sannolikhet är det ett faktum vi kommer att uppleva. Användandet av antibiotika har inte enbart en positiv effekt för människan utan även en negativ.
Den negativa effekten ligger i att vid användandet av antibiotika berikar man
för bakterier som är mindre känsliga för denna sorts behandling. I en population av bakterier finns det en variation i den genetiska uppsättningen. Med
andra ord, vissa bakterier kan ha en mutation eller en gen som gör att bakterien kan överleva antibiotikan. Infektioner med dessa så kallade resistenta
bakterier är svårare att behandla. Dessutom kan resistenta bakterier spridas
mellan människor och djur, och detta sker också i sjukhusmiljöer. Idag är
många resistenta bakterier ofta motståndskraftiga mot flera olika klasser av
antibiotika vilket gör behandlingen ännu svårare.
Spridningen av de resistenta bakterierna kan ske inom sjukvården, men
människor kan även vara så kallade bärare av resistenta bakterier utan att
vara sjuka. Att resa till länder som har ett betydande problem med resistenta
bakterier innebär att sannolikheten ökar att man förvärvar och bär med sig
hem resistenta bakterier i tarmen. Det har visats att man kan bära på dessa
bakterier mer än två år, vilket ökar risken för infektioner som orsakas av de
resistenta bakterierna. Inom EU dör idag 33,000 människor årligen till följd
av infektioner orsakade av resistenta bakterier som inte kan behandlas. Med
det ökande resistensproblemet kommer fler människor dö årligen om inget
drastiskt görs. Det är därför viktigt att vi sparsamt använder de antibiotika vi
har idag, men även att det investeras i att hitta nya.
Studierna i denna avhandling angriper ett speciellt område inom antibiotikaresistens, nämligen resistens som sprids med hjälp av mobila DNA molekyler, så kallade plasmider. Plasmiderna är till viss del beroende av bakterien
för att finnas kvar. I en miljö med antibiotika möjliggör en plasmid, om den
innehåller resistensgener, att bakterien överlever. Det som gör plasmider
extra problematiska är att de kan föra över en kopia av sig själv till en annan
bakterie, vilket gör att en tidigare antibiotika-känslig bakterie blir resistent
mot en hel uppsättning av antibiotika som kodas på plasmiden. Vissa resistensgener är mer benägna att flyttas och inkorporeras på bakteriens kro60

mosom eller på en plasmid. I studie I kunde vi se att en gen ansvarig för
resistens mot många β-laktam antibiotika, vilket är den mest använda klassen
av antibiotika idag, duplicerades och inkorporerades på en plasmid. Dock,
försvann denna kopia igen i ett av de följande isolaten från patienten. Vi
kunde också demonstrera spridning av plasmider mellan olika bakterier i
tarmen, vilket visar på möjligheten att sprida genetiskt material här i form av
plasmider. Detta kan generera en bakteriell population (i detta fall i tarmen)
som är mer motståndskraftig mot antibiotika. I studie II kunde vi utröna att
vissa resistensgener på plasmider verkar ha en negativ effekt på bakterien
vilket gör att den växer långsammare. Dock hade många resistensgener ingen uppenbar negativ effekt på sin värd, vilket minskar sannolikheten för att
de generna går förlorade i populationen. Även om en bakterie är känslig mot
ett antibiotikum kan de utveckla förmågan att motverka dess effekt, antingen
genom mutationer eller anskaffandet av resistensgener. Bakterier kan uttrycka ett enzym, β-laktamas, som effektivt inaktiverar β-laktam antibiotika
och behandlingen med den här klassen av antibiotika misslyckas. Man kan
då istället ge en kombination av β-laktam antibiotika och β-laktamas inhibitorer. Β-laktamas inhibitorn binder till β-laktamaset och möjliggör därför
användandet av β-laktam antibiotikan. Men oroväckande nog finns det mekanismer som gör bakterien motståndskraftig även mot kombinationen av
antibiotika och inhibitor. Genom genamplifieringar kan bakterien bli mer
motståndskraftig eftersom fler kopior av en gen kan producera mer av proteinet som kan öka bakteriens resistensnivå. Detta kunde demonstreras i studie
III där resistensen mot β-laktamer och β-laktamas inhibitorer kunde utvidgas
på grund av amplifieringar av en olika β-laktamasgener på plasmiden. Det är
dessutom lättare att få mutationer i en gen om genen finns i många upplagor.
Mutationerna kan öka β-laktamasernas effektivitet och göra de mindre känslig mot antibiotika och bidra till en utvidgad resistens även när amplifieringar inte finns närvarande.
Arbetena i den här avhandlingen har bidragit till förståelsen av mekanismer som kan ligga bakom evolutionen och spridningen av antibiotikaresistensplasmider. Eftersom plasmider kan bära på många olika resistensgener
blir det samtidigt svårare att hitta ett antibiotikum för att bota infektionen.
Att undersöka effekterna av resistensgener på plasmider och antibiotikaanvändningen kommer hjälpa oss förstå vilka faktorer som underlättar eller
hämmar spridningen av dessa molekyler. Förhoppningsvis kommer detta
bidra till utformningen av effektivare behandling för att förhindra uppkomsten av resistens.
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Populärwissenschaftliche Zusammenfassung

Eine der wichtigsten Entdeckungen im Feld der Medizin ist zweifellos das
Antibiotikum. Diese „Wundermedizin“ ermöglicht die Behandlung von
übliche Krankheiten, wie Lungenentzündungen oder Wunden, die einst zum
sicheren Tod führten. Ein Leben ohne Antibiotika ist schwer vorzustellen,
aber mit großer Wahrscheinlichkeit werden wir es erleben. Die Verwendung
von Antibiotika hat nicht nur positive Wirkungen für den Menschen sondern
auch negative. Die negative Wirkung bei der Verwendung von Antibiotika
ist das Anreichern von resistenten Bakterien. In einer Population von Bakterien gibt es genetische Variation. Anders ausgedrückt, ein Bakterium kann
eine Mutation oder ein Gen aufweisen, welches die Wirkung von Antibiotika
unterdrückt. Wenn man in diesem Fall Antibiotika verabreicht, tötet man nur
die sensiblen Bakterien, aber resistente Bakterien überleben und vermehren
sich. Diese Infektionen sind oft schwer zu behandeln. Die resistenten Bakterien sind oft gegen mehrere verschiedene Antibiotika resistent und hierdurch
wird die Infektion schwieriger zu behandeln.
Die Ausbreitung von resistenten Bakterien geschieht meistens im Krankenhaus, aber diese Keime können auch von Menschen transportiert werden,
die keine Symptome zeigen. Das Verreisen in Länder, die ein Problem mit
resistenten Bakterien haben, ermöglicht die weitere Verbreitung von gefährliche Keimen. Studien zeigen, dass man mehr als zwei Jahre lang Träger
von resistenten Bakterien sein kann. Es wird geschätzt, dass 33.000 Menschen jährlich in der EU sterben, weil man sie nicht mit Antibiotika behandeln kann. Deshalb ist es wichtig, dass wir vorsichtig mit Antibiotika umgehen, die noch wirksam gegen diese Keime sind.
Diese Doktorarbeit ist einem speziellen Bereich von Antibiotikaresistenz
gewidmet: Resistenzgenen, die sich auf speziellen DNA Molekülen, sogenannten Plasmiden, verbreiten können. Plasmide sind teilweise abhängig von
Bakterien und benötigen diese für eine effiziente Vermehrung. Normalerweise gibt es auch einen Vorteil für das Bakterium, zum Beispiel wenn das
Plasmid ein Resistenzgen trägt und das Bakterium hierdurch unempfindlich
gegenüber Antibiotika wird. Plasmide sind sehr mobil, das heißt es können
identische Kopien hergestellt werden, die zu andere Bakterien übertragen
werden und so Resistenzgene verbreiten. Diese Doktorarbeit handelt hauptsächlich von einer speziellen Gruppe von Antibiotika, den sogenannten β-
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laktam Antibiotika, die sehr häufig zur Behandlung vieler verschiedener
Infektionen benutzt werden.
Die wichtigsten Entdeckungen meiner Doktorarbeit sind, dass Plasmide
fremde DNA, einschließlich Resistenzgene, aufnehmen und einfügen können
und damit das Arsenal erweitern, welches Resistenz vermittelt. In unserem
Magen-Darm-Trakt leben Bakterien nahe beieinander, wodurch sich Plasmide zu anderen Bakterien verbreiten können. Das könnte dazu führen, dass
eine Population entsteht, die einer erhöhte Resistenz aufweist. Allerdings
können diese Plasmide auch verloren gehen, wodurch Bakterien wieder anfällig gegen Antibiotika werden. Manche der Resistenzgene auf Plasmiden
haben zusätzlich einen negativen Effekt auf das Bakterium, wodurch dieses
langsamer wächst. Viele Resistenzgene haben jedoch eine neutrale Wirkung
was zu einer Beständigkeit der Population führt. Um die Resistenz gegen ein
Antibiotikum, wie zum Beispiel β-laktam Antibiotika, zu erweitern oder zu
erhöhen, können die verantwortlichen Resistenzgene amplifiziert werden.
Wenn es mehr von einem Resistenzgen gibt, gibt es auch mehr von dem
kodierten Protein, welches die Resistenz bewirkt. Zusätzlich zu Amplifikationen ermöglichen Mutationen in den spezifischen Genen, dass die Resistenz
erhöht wird. Dieses mutierte Gen kann sich daraufhin durch Plasmide in
andere Bakterien verbreiten.
Diese Doktorarbeit hat zu unserem Verständnis der Mechanismen beigetragen, der hinter der Evolution und Verbreitung von Antibiotikaresistenzplasmiden liegen. Plasmide können gleichzeitig mehrere Resistenzgene tragen und damit Resistenz zu viele verschiedene Klassen von Antibiotika
vermitteln und so die Behandlung von Infektionen behindern. Die Untersuchung von der Effekte von Resistenzgene, welche man auf Plasmiden finden
kann, wird uns helfen die Faktoren zu verstehen, die die Verbreitung dieser
Moleküle erleichtern oder hemmen. Zusätzlich könnte dies zu der Entwicklung von effektiven Behandlungen beitragen, um die Resistenzentstehung zu
verhindern.
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